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II another Cyrus Eaten arises to of 1892 to reproduce a portion of
carry forward his valuable histori- the story which I wrote for The
I cal work, he needs must del' e into Courier-Gazette.
I smiled as I read it. for the ar
thc bound volumes of The Ccurier- ticle instead cf having a front page
Gazette for ihe bulk of his ma scarehead, was published on the
terial, as this is the only newspaper seventh page under a single column
in the Rockland area which has head. Possibly there was seme ex
been published continuously since cuse for that as the fire occurred
Eaton’s History was given to the on a Wednesday night, and The
world.
Courier-Gazette, then a weekly, did
I am beginning with this issue to net appear until the following
present some of the principal events Tuesday. No ’extra," as we have
which have occurred in my time recently seen; no three times a
, and which I have personally cov- week, as now.
Rered for this newspaper.
And here is the story;
I shall turn first to the Gay
A little before 2 o'clock, WatchNineties, when my newspaper work trtan Dyer discovered a fire in the
began, and through the medium of I second story of George H. Cleveseveral articles will bring the re | land's three-story block. Camden.
publication forward to a compara The alarm was given, but when the
tively modern date when the events people began to arrive on the scene
are too fresh in the minds of every , of action the fire had burned
reader to give value to the series. j through the roof cf the block and
Because this is the anniversary had communicated with adjoining
week of the big Camden fire, buildings.
which occurred Nov. 9. 1892. and
The Fire Department promptly
which destroyed 42 buildings. I responded and word was sent to
shall take that catastrophe fcr my Rcckport and Rockland for help
text.
The Rockport department soon ar
I went to the scene of the con rived and joined shoulder to shoul
flagration early next morning, der with the Camden beys in the
taken thither in a sleigh, because unequal fight.
the Street Railway was temporarily
The wind was blowing northeast
out of commission. Early Winter erly, and very fresh, and the flames,
had obtruded, sleet was falling and after taking the D. A. Campbell
it was a bitter cold ride.
store building on one side of the
But I forgot my discomfort when block and the Burd & Hosmer
I arrived on the southern edge of building on the other, and up Main
the stricken town and beheld the as far as Wiley Bros, market,
smoking and steaming ruins of leaped across the street, took the E.
what had been the principal busi E. Boynton drug store and up that
ness section of Camden.
side of Main, across Pest Office
Some chimneys were still stand square to the Knight Block, down
ing but so deadly had been the Mechanic street to the river and
conflagration that Camden was lit up Elm as far as the Dr. Samuel
erally "burned flat."
Tibbetts’ house, the Methodist
Fingers aching with cold, so that Church. Megunticook Hall, Dr. W
I could barely hold pencil and note A. Albee’s house and the .surround
book I made my way Into the Bay ing buildings succumbing,
View House and made my errand was gotten under control. Thc
known. At this juncture came
At Dr. Tibbetts' house the fire
a man. who was destined to be Rockland steamer, with Chief En
my salvation as far as this im gineer A. H. Jones Assistant J. A.
portant news story was concerned— Karl and five cf the Rockland fire
an insurance man, Talbot, by name, force arrived about 5 o'clock, and
I am quite sure. I was a cub re taking water frem the river stopped
porter, on my first big news story, the fire at this point, with the as
and I certainly needed help.
sistance of dynamite which was
Mr. Talbot (and I hope I am cor used to blow up the Tibbetts ell and
rect as to the name I certainly ex stable. At 6 o'clock the fire was
tended that help in the two-hour well in hand with nearly four acres
interview which follow’ed. He has of thc town’s business houses flat
long since gone to his reward, but on the ground.
in the long years which followed,
In the section beginning on
I have never once forgotten the Main street at thc bridge and con
splendid turn he did for me.
tinuing on tlie east side as far as
And I turn now back to our files Wiley Bros, market and on the
ether side as far as Megunticook
stream and along up Mechanic
street and across Washington to
Does Rockland Want Vaudeville the Dr. Samuel Tibbetts' house, not
To Return To Our Theatres—
a structure is standing.
So rapidly spread the (lames that
Set a Date For Monday very
few effects were saved in any
Instance. The buildings burned,
their occupants, etc., follow;
Presents
George H. Cleveland’s block
ON OUR STAGE
valued at $8970. occupied by G. W.
“MAGIC WITH LAFFS” Achorn dry goods; W. L. West &■
In Person
Co., crockery. $3000 Frank L.
French, restaurant, $400; F. O.
Lew Youngs & Co.
(Continued on Page Six)
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THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Knox County Teachers Are Thus Told By
Maine’s Junior Senator

Anniversary Week Of the Great Fire Which
Destroyed Camden’s Business Section
(By Frank A. Winslow)
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“EDUCATION BEGINS AT HOME’

Vinalhaven Fishermen And “Woody”

SATURDAY

Thursday morning at Rcekland department were conducted through
High School, nearly 309 teachers of the Lawrence Portland Cement
Knox County met in Convention Company.
XI
and learned frem the experts th~
Miss Florence Jenkins director
latest developments in the field of of the Home Economics Depart
education.
ment of the State Department of
The meeting was called to order
j by Miss Rebecca Robinson of Education used as her topic ' Eval
j Thomastcn. vice president, after uating Ourselves.’’ She brought
which a 35-piece band, smartly at- out the fact that one should evalu
| tired in red gold, and blue present ate himself according to the way
ed an excellent concert under the he accepts new trends, his willing, direction of its leader. Mr. Calder- ne-s to help the individual student
One year ago: Mr. and Mrs. Emil
and his use of student planning.
| wood.
1
The Hot Lunch Program held a Rivers were telling of their visit
' Rev. Earl Hunt, paster of Tenround table discussion on menus to their old home in Finland.—The
j ant’s Harbor Baptist Church, cf- J
and equipment.
Rockland Tigers defeated Gardiner
fered prayer and then sang the
The new officers elected at the
"Lord's Player.” Mrs. Hunt ac
general session are: President Miss 13 to 12.—Ernest and Delta Jackcompanied him. The Pledge to the
Rebecca Robinson; vice president. son were hospitalized after being
Flag was followed by the naminng
of the nominating committee with Supt. Lyndon Christie; secretary- struck down by a motor car.—Na
Supt. J. Weldon Russell as chair-! treasurer, Mrs. Grace Wyllie. War than Wiggin was elected president
ren; member of the executive of the Youth Fellowship of the
man.
, The departmental sessions were ccmmitte for two years Mrs. Lillian Methodist Chruch—Deaths: Vinaloutstanding this year. At the Pri- i Keller, member ex-officio. Harlan ' haven. Robert L. Ames. 75; Thom
aston, Miss Rose Spear, 63.
mary meeting. Mrs. Muriel Erskine Bragdon.
—Photo by Cullen.
elementary supervisor of the State | Vocal selections were sung by two 1
Left to right, Harold Chandler, "Woody," Merle Allen.
Department of Education told Scphontore boys of Rockland High '
Several weeks ago The Courier- board from his lobster boat and Chandler, sobbed when the canine teachers of the lower grades that' School. Theodore Strong and Carl
Items of Interest from
„
swimming one and, one- was rescued.
‘s-vucu The doe’s devotion
m.uuuu to a “remedial ’ is not always one who Gray.
Gazette told its readers about the was found
Mr. Bragdon presided at this ' the Towns Listed Below
his master was again shown recent- can not read, but one w’hc can read
Vinalhaven dog Woody, owned by half hours later. Told you how ; ]y wjlen [ie refusecj to cat for five better than he actually does. Any session and gave a vivid account of Appear in This Issue.
Merle A. Alien, which fell over Allen and his assistant Harold A. | days while Allen was on trap line child not working to his true ca the N.E.A. Convention at Boston.
GROSS NECK
DUTCH NECK
Miss Lucille Nason, Director of
pacity is a “remedial.'’ She urged
PORT CLYDE
teachers to read poetry to their Tuberculosis work in Knox. Lincoln,
SOITH WARREN
young pupils. She told them to Waldo and Sagadahoc Counties
WARREN
CAMDEN
let children choose their activities spoke briefly.
THOMASTON
Congregational Women Will,
after their work is done and thus
Joseph LeMaster of Monmouth
VINALHAVEN
teach them to use leisure time.
lecturer and educator, former pro
As Usual, Present An
ROCKPORT
The Intermediate and Junior fessor at Bates College from 1943Attractive Display
Department were told by Glenn 1949, Nebraska native a traveller
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The Congregational Fair will be
Morris of Thomaston, to make in 17 foreign countries, a minister , If I had my life to live again, I
held next Thursday at 2 o'clock in
Science meaningful. He illustrated of the United Church of Monmouth, would have made a rule to read
his talk by five experiments which who holds a degree from Potiers some poetry and listen to some
the vestry, sponsored by the Wom
music at least once a week. The
The Knox County Traverse Jury Rockland as foreman, took the are interesting to children.
an’s Association with Miss Mabel
France was then introduced.
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
Thursday returned a verdict in fa Harjula vs. Weisman case at 5 p.
Snow as general chairman
The English Department was
Rev. LeMaster spoke forcefully of piness.—Charles Darwin
The Odds and Ends will have the vor of Arthur Harjula who was m., and returned their verdict at privileged to hear two Rockland the power of the school teacher.
SMALL THINGS
miscellaneous table, Mrs. Luella defendant in a suit brought by Dr 9.30.
men who are vitally Interested in He said we should never underes
•
•
•
•
Just
give
the kind word, wrapped
Post chairman; afghan. Mrs. Elzada
Rockland schools. John M. Rich timate the power of a woman—es ;
Weisman
up in a smile
Ruth Cochrane of Owl’s Head
Barstow; doll and wardrobe, Mrs Herman J. Weisman.
ardson. publisher of The Courier- pecially if she is a school teacher.
Neatly tied with a sweet quiet
Corice Leach and Mrs. Inez Harden. brought suit to recover $1,700 he withdrew an appeal on a drunken Gazette, took for his subject "Grass Teachers are a powerful group. He
voice;
driving
case
from
Municipal
Court
Rounds Mothers will have white claimed due him as the result of a
Roots of Practical English." while challenged teachers today to find For only God knows how far it may
elephants, Mr. Bernice Havener hanger business arrangement at and paid a fine of $100 and costs of Daniel Nconan explained ’What is a philosophy of life. Philosophy—a
BO
And how many hearts make re
and Mrs. Helen French, co-chair the old Broadway airport where court.
happening to the Schools."
way of understading. interpreting
• • • •
joice.
men: aprons. Mrs Gladys Phil
Mr. Richardson said the business and acting upen what to anyone of Just do the kind deed youve
the new South School is now lo
Court sessions, recessed for the
brick. Diligent Dames, cooked food.
holiday week-end. will be resumed man wants students to use and to | us seems to be the nature of real
cated.
planned for so long.
Mrs. Emily Stevens, chairman.
And don't put it off ’til tomorrow;
know a presentable amount of good ity. He said pupils are a laboratory
Harjula refuted Weisman’s claim Monday.
The Woman’s Association will
English. He sees the practical side in which we can discover what .real Perhaps you may think there's time
that there had been a loan to him
have charge of the tea room, Mrs.
enough yet.
of life though recognizing the very ity is.
to
construct
tlie
hangar
and
offered
And wait far too' long to your sor
Helen Leath, chairman; candy ta
real
value
of
cultural
subjects
in
We
should
never
underestimate
row!
ble. Mrs. Marguerite Perry and Mrs information that Weisman had
Thursday. Randall Winchenbach life work. A publisher has exact the power of a philosopher because
constructed the hangar for his own
Just breathe a low prayer as you
Kathleen Spear, co-chairmen
of Rockland was found guilty of ing requirements. Misuse of Eng it was the political teachings of
travel along,
Comrades of the Way will have convenience. • • • •
drunken driving and fined $100 and lish pays a high penalty and de Rousseau which led to the rise of
For some heart that is heavy with
grabs with Miss Marcia Lindquist,
Robert Sinclair of St. Albans has costs of court of $2.70 . The case scriptive rhapsodies of any kind Hitler. Teachers should evaluate
grief;
Miss Betty Griffith and Miss Kath withdrawn an appeal on drunken
had been continued from Monday are taboo. Newspaper men will and work out a philosophy that is God hears, and because of that
erine MacPhail in charge. Business driving charges and paid the fine
kind, earnest prayer.
to learn results of a blood test employ only those who have a the result of years of hard study
May bring to that soul sweet re
Girls, handicraft table with Miss
of $100 plus costs levied in Muni taken Sunday. The arrest arose fungtjcnal knowledge of English and experience
lief.
Priscilla Eddy as chairman.
cipal Court.
from an accident Sunday afternoon with the accent on accuracy.
Teaching
is
most
important
at
The
small things of life may not
The decorations will be in charge
• • • •
seem worthwhile.
Mr .Noonan said that while school the High School level. At this age
of Mrs. Doris Scarlott. Mrs. Wino Frank Williams of Union, charged at the junction of Broadway and
As you carelessly pass through
Park street.
population has changed, the school students are becoming adults—they
na Gay is chairman of publicity.
with forgery, was sentenced to one
• • • o
the throng.
program
is
a
heritage.
The
Eng

carry
this
training
to
College.
The
But the soft, whispered prayer, and
to two years in State Prison with
John J. Murphy of Union City,
Don't forget the Baked Ham
the kind word and deed
the sentence being suspended and N. J., pleaded guilty to drunken lish lesson should be gauged to the greatest challenge of all is that
Supper at the Universalist Church
May bring to some heart a glad
students’ needs from day to day. High School teachers must inspire
two years probation imposed.
driving charges brought by Trooper
song.
Martha Grenfell.
Vestry. Wednesday Nov. 16 at 6
He cautioned teachers not to try students and educate them. Teach
• • • •
p. m. Price $1.25
109‘lt
The Jury, with Harold Davis of Laurence Chapman and paid a fine to teach the gerund or Keat’s “Ode ers must have a moral basis that
Have your watch repaired by the
of $100 and costs.
to a Grecian Urn" to vocational does not change!
• • • •
most expert craftsmanship, tested
He said the secret of Communism and timed by tne New Scientific
A warrant charging Austin Rich pupils.
The English department is as is its dynamic force. Democracy's Watchmaster machine at banlela
ardson of Rockland with selling
mortgaged property was quashed by sailed. Too many things are in weakness causes us to be lazy. Tlie Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
lBtf
the court. Judge Dwinal explained jected into it. With shorter work Constitution never saved anybody.
that the case was in the jurisdiction days, earlier retirement, the pro We must save thc Constitution.
sttxtstjtcitYiMienuxtgx
Mr. LeMaster added that we are
of Millinocket courts and not gram must offer skills for leisure.
The Mathematics and Science losing Christian Society with our
Support the Program ot Your CHURCH SCHOOL
Rockland
Department had as speakers, Dr. : wishy washy Protestantism.
By Being Present November 13
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Rokes Garland Russell of the school of
We should return to the natural
received a letter Nov. 9 from their Education at the University of rights fundamental rights as de
son Nelson who is on a round-the- Maine. Dr. Russell stressed the fined by Thomas Jefferson in the
world flight in a DC-4 with his importance of the teachers showing Declaration of Independence.
For Transportation Call 384-R
employer Sam Keener. At the time High School pupils how to figure
Mr. LeMaster justified Ins re
109’lt
of writing they were in Calcutta out problems which actually are tirement to enter the ministry—he
after stops at Dehli, Pakistan. met in life.
wants to “get at'' the High School
Jerusalem and other historic points.
The Social Studies Department age. Unmarried and financially
Their next objective is Melbourne, was fortunate in having two able independent 1. has r< opened thc
Australia.
speakers. Rev. F. j, Loungway. closed church at Monmouth and
who pointed out the similarity be finds his werk wdth students in
Hungary announced a new mTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
tween teachers and ministers and spiring. The pupils are hungry for
secticide.
2.00 P. M.
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., who said knowledge of Christianity, says Mr.
the State Department of Education LeMaster. He went on record as
MASONIC TEMPLE. THOMASTON
is doing everything it can to aid against Federal Aid to Education
Fancy Articles, Aprons, Holders, Candy.
education. He said the State De because Federal Aid endangers the
partment ranks third in its de separate position cf Church and
Public Supper at 6.30—65c
mands but does not favor increased 1 State.
Benefit Eastern Star Circle
taxes. Mr. Sleeper went on record
Mr. LeMaster pointed out tiiat
109-110
' <
as favoring a State income tax and Senator Smith 'lunchecn speaker i
Printed with Your Name.
also Federal Aid to Education : may be the next vice president of
Large Assortment of Modern,
without too much government con i the United States but he differs
Colorful Designs.
trol.
with her position in this one in
The Commercial
Department stance. ,
had a round table discussion and
In conclusion this forceful speak
Printing Department
the members of the Manual Arts er said the future lies with us. Be(Continued on Page Two)
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TOWN NEWS

Fair Next Thursday

KNOX COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
Jury Renders Verdict For Arthur Harjula—
Fines Paid In Drunken Driving Cases

In Municipal Court

ATTENTION MEMBERS

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Church Member Sunday

uoc4

60

BENEFIT BY THIS
GOOD NEWS

COMBINATION

L, J

Pyrofax Gas Service can ba
Installed in your home. It’s
elean, fast, dependable, the
perfect fuel for cooking . . .
wafer healing . . . and refrig
eration. See us today!

MAOISM AIK

Baporior BOTTLED GAB Sorrleo

YOUR HOME TOWN PAPER
give* yoo complete, dopendoble
local news. -You need to know ell
tfcet it going on where you live.
But you live oho in o
WORLD whore big events ere in
the moking — events which coo
moon to much to you, to your
fob, your home, your future. For
constructive reports ond interpre
tations of notional ond interna
tional nows, there is no substitute
for THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR..
Enjoy tho booehts of being
boot informed—locally, nationally,
internationally — with your local
papor and Tho Christian Scianco
Monitor.
LISTEN Tuesday eight* over
ABC stations to "The Christian
Science Monitor Views the Nows."
And use this coopen
today
special inroooy for
tor a
o (pocioi
m- A -a u. n.
troduetory subscription. J) I Twii
Tho Chrtotion Science Monitor
Ooo, Norway St., Boston 15,

U-J
ott intpodod

subscription te The Christion Science
Monitor —26 booos. I endow $1.

Albert E. MacPhail

ANNUAL FAIR

ORDER

mow/

Christmas Cards

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
MAVERICK STREET, ROCKLAND

Leave Home at 10.30 on Free Return Trip.
<sooel

(stetel

FB7

1O6‘S»1O9,

BOTTLED

VACUUM

GAS

llnai •

----------------------------------------------------- . Mlb

set us

COMPTON’S
94-S-tf

Will Sing at

THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY EVENING—7.15

FULL LINI OF
APPROVCD APPLIANCES

FREE Bus leaves Wood's Bus Terminal at 7.30 for Legion Home.

99-VOICE CHOIR
50 MEN—49 WOMEN)

SOCONY-

SPONSORED BY POST

(notnei

(city)

Mobil-flame

American Legion Home

Game Starts 8.00 P. M.

445 MAIN ST , ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738
78-S-tf

The Courier-Gazette

BEANO! BEANO! BEANO!

17 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME
TEL. 1135-W

One Number Will Be:

“The Ninety and Nine”
The Pastor’s Subject:

“The D. D. Degree”
COME TO THIS POPULAR EVENING SERVICE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Brahms
Die Mainacht (May Night) Brahms
O liebliche Wangen (Oh. Lovely;
Face)
Brahms
Aria—Look How Lovely from Turk
In Italy")
Rossini
Le Colibri i The Green Humming
bird)
Chausson
Les Papillons (Butterflies)
,'
Gladys S. Heistad
Chausson
Offrande
Hahn,
1
Phidyle
Deparc
and Strings. Op. 44.
Schumann When I Bring To You Color'd Toys
Through the kindness of Char
Carpenter
Allegro brillante
lotte Hopkins a group of us motored
On the Day When Death Will
In
lr.odo
d'una
Marcia
to Brunswick Nov. 3. and heard The
Knock At Thy Door
Carpenter
Scherzo: Molto vivace
Curtis String Quartet in concert at
The Bird
Duke
Allegro
ma
non
troppo
Bowdoin College's Memorial Hall.
Prof Frederic Tillotson assisting Negro Spirituals;
This has local interest in that the
Great Gittin Up Morn n'
Quartet was a part of the Summer at the piano.
arr by Brown
The Debussy Quartet was the out
music colony at Rockport for sev
City
Called
Heaven
standing
number.
The
Quartet
eral years and will be particularly
arr by Hall Johnson
remembered for the excellent cham seems to have a definite sensitivity
Honor. Honor
for
music
of
this
type
They
gave
ber music concerts given at the Boat
arr by Hall Johnson
the Debussy the atmospheric and
Barn.
Bui
I
am
puzzled.
The concert by
gossamer
loveliness
that
is
so
often
The Quartet disbanded during
the war period—that is. for touring associated with the work of the the Curtis String Quartet at Bow
engagements and for the time Mr. great French composer. The sec doin College found Memorial Halt
Brodsky served in the Army. They ond and third movements were par packed to the doors with severa
have been away from Rockport for ticularly well done. The last two people standing in the back for thseven years or thereabouts
The movement, of the Mozart Quartet entire program. The audience con
original personnel remains with the were beautifully played, and the tained many young who doubtless
exception of Charles Jaffe who is Quintet was really quite exciting at were from the stu lent body; also
now situated in one of the promi times. Prof Tillotson’s piano part children and teen-agers, young
nent New York radio studios tor so was well sustained but never over women, and many men of older
—Pnott ov Cullen
I am told) as music arranger; a shadowing: he played with accuracy vintage than the students.
New officers of tlie Knox County Teachers A xoviation cltcterl Thursday. I^eft to right, seated, are
I have never seen an audience
capable young musician. Louis Ber and style.
X had the good fortune and privi more attentive and appreciative. It . Mrs. Grace A. Wyllie Warren. Secretary-Treasurer; M*ss Rebecca Robertson, Thomaston, president; Super
man. has his place as second vio
intendent Lindon Christie, Camden member of the Exteutive Board;, Mrs. Lillian Keller, Rockland, Execu
lege
to be in a group from this vi was an attention almost rapt, with tive Board. Standing, Principal Woodrow Mercier, Thomaston, Executive Board; and Harlan Bragdon of
linist.
The others are Jascha Brodsky, cinity who motored to Portland silence often at the end of a move Tenants Harbor, the retiring president of the association.
first violinist; Max Aronoff violist, last Sunday to hear the young so ment so dep itcould be felt. Every
will be charged for the supper. The
and Orlando Cole, 'cellist. All fa prano, Adele Addison, in recital at one seemed to be in this mood—it
Good Cheer Class will meet Thurs
miliar names to us. and all together Frye Hall as one of the programs fascinated me and I watched the
home just as ’charity beg.ns at day night at the Parish House.
(Continued from Page One)
with their families popular and well in the Tanglewood series given for faces around me, but nowhere
liked members of the music colony. the benefit ofthe Little Red House | could I find inattention or weari lieving in it. man is capable of home!'
Monday Club will meet Nov. 14 at
"We have stressed National Pre the home of Mrs. Vernon Packard
The Quartet is very popular at Building Fund, an activity which ness. And chamber music is not growth founded on Christian phil
paredness in terms of physical Mechanic street. Miss Bertha Cla.
Bowdoin—they have made as many the Federation sponsors for the easy to take, not for the average
osophy, that dynamic power. This
person.
force of manpower and machines. son will be the reader; subject,
as 15 or 16 concert appearances Berkshire Music Center
Miss Addison is heralded as one
there. The large and apprecaitive
I do not mean to be disparaging j we will be with the most powerful We have tailed too long to stress "Douglas McArthur."
audience which was present at the of the most promising of young when I say this and can honestly i people in the world because we the more realistic resource of men
The men of the Methodist Church
Thursday concert attested to this singers and at the pre ent time is say in my own case that it was just , have shaped the course of what is tal and moral force.
are having a wood-sawing Bee at
popularity We went backstage to winning much attention in Rossini's far beyond me until I heard the j to be.
"That is why it'should be so crys the parsonage today. The Youth
The Luncheon
see the "boys" and it was a happy "Turk In Italy" which is being pre. concerts given in the Boat Barn,
tal clear and obvious that if we Fellowship will meet at the Y.M.C.A
meeting after the years—and so sented by the New England Opera over and over, and through them
The luncheon meeting of the spend billions of dollar- for Na for bowling this afternoon at 2.15
much to talk about! The Brodskys, Theater Company under the direc-1 came to love this particular form j Knox County Teachers’ Convention tional Preparedness in terms of I
The subject of Rev. B. F. Went
Coles and Aronofls comprise very tion of Boris Goldovsky She is 24 of music. The usual thing is that was graced by the presence of physical force, certainly we can1
worth's sermon for Sunday at 11
years
old
and
has
been
studying
in
happy family groups; each couple
hearers have to become accustomed I Maine's charming junior Senator, well afford to spend at least a few ' a’clock will be "My Brother’s Keep
has three children, and already Mr. Springfield. Mass., with a teacher to it, but love of it was plain to be Margaret Chase Smith.
million dollars fcr National Pre- • er." At 5.39 p. m. Sunday, ihe Youth
Aronoff has a daughter in college whose name suggests Echkart.
Presided over by Harlan Brag- paredness in teems of mental and I Fellowship will meet at the church
But this is what puzzles me.
Part
Negro,
she
is
truly
lovely
in
—which bespeaks the passing
seen in that audience that night. dcn. president, catered by Mrs. moral force. Education." by Do-( to continue with the writing of the
years. However, the "boys" look appearance and manner, and her
Christmas play The members ol
The Portland concert was given Christine Dorman, served by mem rinda Coughlin.
very much the same as they did stage deportment could be a model
the Methodist Church will join with
in
Frye Hall which is an ideal bers cf the local P.T.A. s this meet
during their Summers in Rockport for any concert singer so free from
ing was the highlight of the con
those of the Baptist Church for the
small
concert
hall.
Even
though
mannerisms
and
so
natural
She
The Quartet gave the following
vention. Decorations of orange,
Men and Missions service at the lat
program which was one of high wore a white embroidered nylon net Miss Addison has been heralded white and yellow mums and pemter church.
gown, off the shoulder, which was and the tickets were not too ex
excellence:
MISS HELEN M. RICH
pons,
arranged
by
Miss
Ida
Hughes,
Mrs. Charles Smith assisted by
pensive,
the
Hall
was
hardly
more
Quartet in G Major. K. 387. Mozart enchanting with her color which is
Miss Mary Browne and Miss Elea
her daughter. Mrs. Joy Bartlett en
Correspondent
than
half
full.
And
so
few
young
like
a
deep
sun
tan.
She
wore
no
Allegro vivace assai
tertained the WS.C.S of the Meth
jewelry other than some exquisite people and so few men. It took nor Puller made the tables very
Menuetti: Allegro
Telephone 2214
colorful. Place cards and nut bas
odist Church Wednesday at their
ear
rings,
and
the
only
color
was
a
the
audience
a
while
to
warm
up
Andante cantabile
green velvet sash tied in little-girl but it proved to be most appre kets made by pupils of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Charles Ryder of home on Mechanic street. Attend
Molto allegro
ciative as the program progressed: schools under the direction of Brooks have been guests of their ing were Mrs. Louise Dunbar. Mrs.
Quartet in G Minor Op 10 Debussy style in the back.
While
she
is
called
a
lyric
soprano
Her program was one that would Miss Louise Hutchins, Rockland's daughter. Mrs Orman Goodwin Mae Young, Mrs. Oscar Barnard,
Anime et tres decide
Mrs. Daniel Yates, Mrs. Cecilia
there
is
still
a
marked
dramatic
appeal
to nearly all music lovers: art supervisor lined the table.-.
this week.
Assez vif et bien rhythme
Greetings were brought from the
Reed, Mrs. Callie Thompson, Mrs.
quality, and yet she handles colora while not popular in content, it
Andantino doucement expressif
Twenty-two delegates from the
Elizabeth Morton, Mrs. Gladys
tura with skill. It is a beautiful still was varied enough to make a State Department of Education by
Tres modere
local Y.M.C.A. have registered for
Quintet in E flat Major for Piano voice—free and easy, wide in com general appeal In other words the Howard Bowen. Camden instru the State Older Boys' Conference Maker. Mrs. Sadie Myrick, Mrs.
furnished
luncheon
pass, with depth and richness, at hall should have been filled, and mentalists
to be held at Waterville next week Annie Thomas, Mrs. Charles Bur
times containing the velvety quality young singers would have profited music.
end. The leader will be Supt. Lin gess. Mrs. Annie Bilings, Mrs. Eva
we are apt to associate with her by the example Miss Addison set
Introduced by President Bragdon, don E Christie. Ministers of the Webster, Mrs. Annie Rideout, Mrs.
race. One of the most interesting in voice production, style, and the gracious Mrs. Smith told the churches in Camden and surround Addie Harvell, Mrs. Mae Hender
things about her singing was the manner.
"doings" of the Eightieth called the ing towns are urged to send some son, Mrs. David Wooster, Miss
way she projected herself into the
"do nothing" Congress, and the of their older boys to this Confer Annie Hartwell, and Rev. Bertram
mood of the song she was about to Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette eighty-first (eighty-worse i Con
Special guest Miss
ence which will be greatly worth Wentworth.
sing Nothing was hurried. The
gress.
Mary Bartlett. Refreshments were
while.
accompanist took his time, and dur.
Federal Aid to Education has
Legal Notice
All men. young and older, who are served.
ing thhe introduction to the song,
Notice is hereby given that Har been before Congress for 39 years. interested in volley ball, are invited
Miss Addison's expression changed land Hurd has filed a petition to This year it made three hits and
to fit the text so that her hearers construct and maintain a fish weir no runs in the Senate. Mrs. Smith to the Y.M.C.A. tonight at 7.15. and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
were more or lesstuned to the mood at Crescent Beach, as follows: 1430 spoke of her varied experiences are asked to go prepared to play.
ft. in easterly direction, starting on
The Girl Scouts meet at the ‘Y’’
as well as she. It was unusual in land in front of hotel leaders off which started in a one-teacher
so young a singer and spoke of her pound to extend 100 ft. in a south rural school—an experience which each Monday at 6.39. Last Monday
night was "Game Night.' Any girl
inner feling and sensitivity. She j west and northeasterly direction.
taught her much. Mrs. Smith told who is interested to join is invited
WARM-LONC WEARING
FOR SALE
was fortunate in her accompanist— Hearing on said petition will be held
how education is cur only hope for to attend.
WATER REPELLENT
so perfectly attuned that one was on the premises on November 16,
CHEVROLET
(1946)
1949 at 11.30 o’clock in the fore peace.
wfrnQitaCt,
Sobert Ewing, who at all times was noon at which time all persons in
The Friends-In-Council will meet;
FOUR-DOOR
DELUXE
"I have repeatedly said' that the
Tuesday at thf; Congregational Par- j
Wool—nature's warmest ma not conscious of his presence, which terested may appear to be heard.
only real hope for permanent world
SEDAN
FRANCIS L. DYER,
is a real tribute to an accompanist
ish House. (The members of thej
Radio, Heater. Car like new
peace
Ls
greater
understanding
terial—is unrivaled for out
DANA
KNOWLTON,
The program follows, and in conUnion Women 's Club will be guests I
JOHN GARNETT.
among the peoples of the w’orld— and Rev. F. J. Loungway will give inside and out, low mileage, one
door wear. "Snowool" is a nction with it I might say that the
owner only. Terms and Trade,
108-110
Selectmen of Owl's Head. that the people of Asia, Europe.
a talk.
selected woolen fabric made Brahms group was outstonding for
Africa, North America and South
beauty of tone, diction and feeling.
The annual parish supper and
to Carter's own specifications, The Ctausson numbers were beauti
America should know more about
TEL 1503
business meeting of the Congrega- j 113 CAMDEN ST.,
and
understand
each
other
—
and
108-109
the result of years of exacting fully done., especially "Les Papil
tional Chuich will take place Wed-1
that the people of the East and
nesday in the Parish House at 6.30 (
research and testing, a recog lons.'' I have hetrd Carpenter's
the West should know’ mere about
When I Bring To You Color'd
o'clock. All members of the parish
nized leader of snow-suit
and understand each other.
Toys" done many times but never
are urged to attend. A small fee
"We dislike very few people that
fabrics.
more exquisitely than Miss Addison
Speedometer Repair Work On
we actually know’—and fight prac
All Chrysler Make Cara
Carter's "Snowool" snowsuits did it. The Spirituals were done
tical none that we understand.
just as they should be done—simply
ore preferred by those who and feelingly. She was called back
“But we can’t know and under
TEL. 720 stand each other more unless we
want real quality and rent again and again, and among her 515 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf
encores was
Rimsky-Korsakov's
have the capacity and opportunity
w^cir*
WALDOBORO—TEL. 10*
The Rose Has Charmed the Night
to know and understand. That
$11.50, $16.95
ingale." Lisa Lehmann's "Cucko"
spells one and only one thing—Edu
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at S.M
Also a wonderful line { i which is one of the high spots of
cation—to the maximum degree.
the rtcital), and "Sing Agreeable of
"But education must begin at
of Misses' and Girls’ Ski
SATURDAY ONLY, NOV. 12
Love" by DAniel Pinkham. She was
Jackets.
In attractive
Double Feature:
a complete joy from start to finish
• WILLIAM BOYD as
and everyone loved her.
color combinations. Lined
"Hopalong Cassidy” in
Chi Vuol La Bella Calandrina
Until further notice while the
and unlined.
“
SILENT
CONFLICT”
i Who Hill Buy the Beautiful
Vinalhaven II is under repairs,
Also on the program
Canary?)
Jommelli
the
North
Haven
II
will
run
$12.95. $14.95
‘■SMUGGLER’S COVE”
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday
Porgi Amor from "Le Nozze di Fi
With LEO GORCY and
and Friday mornings, leaving
garo"
Mozart
$16.95, $17.95
the Bow ery Boys
North Haven at 8 A. M. and
Dove Sono, rec. and aria from "Le
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M.
Nozze di Figaro'
Mozart
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
and arriving at Rockland at 10.20
Ski Pants
NOVEMBER 13-14
A. M. Otherwise than this
Von Ewiger Liebe (Love Everlast
He Is Well Supplied for
Dan Dailey, Anne Baxter in
change the regular time of
$10.95, $15.95, $25.00
ing)
Brathms
Winter.
Are You?
schedule
will
be
maintained.
“YOU’RE MY
Hie Melodien Zeight Es Mir (Like
Misses’ All Wool Shirts
Vinalhaven
Port
District.
Melodies My Thoughts Drift
If not, telephone Rock
EVERYTHING”
105-109
It Is Not Too Early
In Red, Blue, Green
In Technicolor
land
406-J, Knox County
to be thinking of your
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
$4.95
Fuel Service for prompt
New Year Requirements
BALED Hay and nice Winter
and dependable service.
Squash for sale. NEIL RUSSELL.
EVERY USED CAR
In the Printing Line
Tel. 408, Lake Ave., City.
loetf
W'E SELL IS
BUSINESS FORMS OF
‘‘Furnace and Range Oil”
YOUNG Saddle Horse for sale.
4
ALL TYPES
r
GOOD
CLEAN
USED
CARS
Simply Telephone and We Do
GUARANTEED
MRS. WALKER AMES. North Ha
Li'
A 90 day guarantee is attached
ven.
lOO’lt LETTERHEADS, STATIONERY
the Rest.
Let Cs Show You Samples
to the good Used Cars we sell.
EARLY Tuesday afternoon a
LET'S BE WARM FRIENDS
Glasses Case containing keys, was
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
/lift
lost on Main street. Finder please
turnover. Just the car you want
reiurn to MRS. HERBERT KIRK.
ROCKLAND
135 Camden street and receive re
DREWETT’S GARAGE
.q 1 r r
Job Printing Department
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
ward. Tel. 425-R.
100 "It
Kaiser-Frazer
Sales-Service
AUTHORIZED DEALER
R. L. Andersen, Supt.
15-81 RANKIN ST,
DO your Fall plowing now. No
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
OLD COUNTY ROAD
SKYWAY LUGGAGE
jeb too big or too small. Phne 403.
PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 33-3
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE
NEIL RUSSELL, Lake Ave, Rock
55-S-tf
100-aw-tf
46-U
106*S*109
land.
lOOtf
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SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR

Christmas Gift Catalogue
Or better still—come to see these Choice Gifts at all prices

including the Handiwork of many Maine Artists and Craftsmen.
Open Every Day Except Sunday. B.00 A. M -5.00 P. M.

'iVoute workshop

uncolnville, maine

PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.
485 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE, TELEPHONE 744

INSTALLATION. SALES AND SERVICE
On All Types of Plumbing and Healing Fqunipment

IT'S AMAZING
1

“EDUCATION BEGINS AT HOME”

CAMDEN

the
amount of time
that can be saved with PREEN
and still have lovelier floors
AMAZING

No need to spend hours scrubbing and waxing your
floors. Preen does both—cleans and waxes in one easy
operation. And, as a bonus. Preen adds a long-lasting
protective film that keeps them shining longer. You use
no special cleaner, no other waxes when you use Preen —
just one container, just one job. Get Preen today and
see how it speeds your housework. Use it on your wood
floors, linoleum, furniture-and still hay* time to relax.

PEEEE CLEMS ES IT WAXES
PINT

QUART

V4 GALLON

GALLON

65‘ 1.10 1.90 3.25

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO
PAINT • STOVES • HOUSEWARES

tvf

441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Deuven

i
V5*

Long’s Auto Sales

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning

“Freddy”

Nelson Bros. Garage

WALDO

THEATRE

The Squirrel

NOTICE

WE WILL BUY

The Courier-Gazette
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MILLER’S
GARAGE

Knox County Fuel
Service

RETAIL PRICE LIST
(effective January 1, IMP)
SERVING PIECES Each
Grovy ladle..... _... $ 2.50
Serving spoon___
2.50
Cold meat fork_
2.50
FANCY PIECES Eight
Iced drink spoons $ 8.67
Butter spreaders _
8.67
Oyster forks____
8.67
Spoons
Eight
Tea, Inlaid _____ $ 5.33
Dessert or oval
soup. Inlaid __ 10.67
Round bowl soup,
Inlaid
........ . 10.67
Cream soup or
cereal, Inlaid_
10.67
Table, Inloid____ 10.67
After dinner coffee
4.67
Suaar ..........
each 90
Forks
Dinner, regular.
Inlaid ....... ......... 10.67
Dinner, Vionde*,
Inlaid ...... . ....
10.67
Salad, Inlaid____
9.33
Knives
Dinner, regular_
16.00
Dinner, Viande* .. 16.00
Butter ................ each .90
♦Reg. U.S. Pot. Off.

NOW you can add those extra
pieces you have wanted to your
service of Holmes & Edwards
Sterling Inlaid Silverplate, and
you can increase your service
for eight to a service for twelve.
Come in . . . phone in ... or
write in for prompt delivery.

Jl

jMIAJD/x

two blocks of sterling
silver are inlaid at the backs
of bowls and handles of mostused forks and spoons to keep
Holmes & Edwards patterns
lovelier longer.

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV
Investiture ceremony for Brownie
Troop No. 7 was held Wednesday
afternoon in the scout room. Flag
1 bearers and guards were Carolyn
MRS. LEE SHAW
Flanagan, Adele Grossman, Joan
Correspondent
i Hudson and Agnes Kent. After reTel Camden 2564
i peating the Brownie promise and
laws the following new girls reThe Try to Help Club met at the
Nov14—Hammond Organ Concert
iyed their Brownie in$. Joan
at Community Building, auspices
J
heme cf Edith Buzzell last Mon
St. Bernards Church.
Proctor. Florence Withee. Judith
day night. The next meeting will
Nov. 18—Community Concert at Smith, Sandra Rogers and Jean
Community Building; Yara Ber-[ Lunt.
Each Brownie is to earn be with Ethel Spear.
The Eastern Star is invited to go
nette. pianist.
I her Juliette C. Low money. Red
Nov. 15—Annual banquet of Knox I
t
to
the reception for District Deputy
County Camera Club at Owl’s;0
coasters were made to take
' home.
Deborah Levinthal and Arley Bragdon, at Tenant's Harbor
Head Town Hall.
Nov. 15—Union: Jimmy Piersons Linda Ladd entertained the mem- on Saturday night.
shout troupe at High School gym bers by doing acrobatics.
The
The Thimble Club will be enter
nasium.
Nov. 15—Thomaston: Star Circle meeting which was in charge of tained at a Thanksgiving party at
Mrs. Kathleen Harriman and Mrs. the home of Myra Gies on Russell
Fair at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 17—Thomastdn: Benefit party Evelyn Luce closed with the wish- avenue Wednesday night.
at home of Mrs. .E. Douglas ing circle and the Brownie good
The Johnson Society met Wed
Brooks, sponsored by St. James
night song.
nesday afternoon at the home of
Catholic Club.
Nov. 17 — Annual Congregational
Marion Weidman.
Rev. B. F.
The Youth Fellowship of the
Fair.
Wentworth spoke on "Our Faith
Nov. 18—The Rubinstein Club meets . Pratt Memorial Church, made a
at the home of Mrs. Frances Me- , trip exploring the caves at Megun- in God” with a discussion follow
ing.
Nov^li—Woman s Educational Club ^°°*C Lake Sunday- Rev B FWednesday night the Methodist
meets at the home of Miss Marion i Wentworth was guide. The following
people
made
the
trip:
Bernard
youn
« people wil1
t0 Be:fast for
Weidman, Rockport.
Nov. 18—Annual Junior Prom of ( staples, Jack Stevens, Ralph Stev- a You,h Rally- Prying the
RHS. at Community Building.
ens Dale Knight Beatric’e chap. meeting there will be a supper
Nov. 22 Annual Donation Day and
Nathan Wiecin and I ncille served
Sunday morning worship
Tea at Home for Aged Women man' Natnan wiggin, and Lucille
from 2-5 p. m.
Ingerson. Fred Knight and Ralph , wl11 ** at 9 45' Rev' B- F' Went"
Dec. 1—"The CountryStore’’ inSt.; Clark also accompanied them The v,'orth will preach on My Brothers
Peter’s Undercroft.
meeting next Sunday will be held KeepCT” Sunday Scb001 wU1 be
Dec. 2—Christmas Fair at Univer- |
at
the Church at 3 p. m. Mrs. at 1045 in char8e °f &nest Crocksalist Church.
Dec. 6—FederatedChurchChristCharles Gillson will be counselor ett" At ®-30 nie young people will
mas fair at the Federated Church for the coming season.
j80 10 Camden and join in with the
vestry.
____
group there. The writing of the
DeC.' 7
Concert by Men’s AssoLewis H Burgess of North Wey- Christmas play will be continued.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Dec. 8—The annual
Church Fair.

Methodist

The Weather
Temperature this morning in the
mld-20's. Ice thick enough to slip
on, but not to skate on. Cheer up!
The Almanac says that Indian
Summer begins tomorrow.

Meeting Thursday morning at
Farnsworth Museum, Troop 3, Girl
Scouts and their leaders, Mrs.
Lillian Sylvester and Mrs. Nuella
Simmons went to Thomaston by
bus where they enjoyed an out-ofdoor weenie roast, hot chocolate
and apples at the home of Ruth
Barlow. Games were in order fol
lowing which the group hiked to
the Morse Boat Yard to see a boat
under construction. There were 22
girls present.

BEANO
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
At 7.30 P. M.

St. Bernard’s Church Hall

Auspices Knights of Columbus
43-tf

•cuss

MaU Orders FlUed

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE
It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 600
75-tf
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NEARING CENTURY MARK

ROCKPORT

Three-Club Meeting

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

Telephone 49

Tuesday evening the three Fed
The one-act play, "Mushrooms erated Women’s Clubs of Rockland
Coming Up." auspices P. T. A. has
met at the Universalist Church for
been canceled due to illness in the
family of the director, Mrs. Roland their annual combined meeting with
Mrs. Hugh Benner presiding. Roll
Berry.
The Parent-Teacher Association call was held by each club with 86
voted to sponsor a community members responding. The social
,
Christmas party next month, date chairmen for the evening were Miss
to be announced, and this commit Priscilla Staples of the Rockland
tee wffas appointed Mrs. Freda Junior Women’s Club and Mrs.
Richards, Mr.s. Ellen Waisanen, Alice Dean of the Rockland WomMiss Margaret Adams, dietitian,
Mrs. Marion Manner, Mrs. Elsa Ki. en’s Club
Mis. Ruth Fogarty,
served the following menu at the
gel and Mrs. Caroline Davies. The Mrs Vera Miller and Miss Mary
Medical Staff dinner Monday night.
attendance banner will be given to Egan were hostesses for the eveTomato juice cocktail, canapes.!
the primary school, grades one and ning.
roast turkey with stuffing, giblet
two, reckoned on the point system. Miss Ruth Rogers, program cltairgravy, mashed potato, squash, peas,
Through the courtesy of John Dur- man, introduced Almon Cooper of
cranberry mold salad, celery curls
rell, the Bi-centennial film and the Knox Theater Guild who precarrot sticks, Olives, hot rolls, sweet
others were shown.
sented his troupe in a sketch. Miss
rolls, apple pie a la mode, coffee.
Officers-elect and appointed in Greta Nelson, Miss Florence Eagan,
1 tea or milk’ nuts and mints Mrs
St. George Lodge, F.A.M., were in- and Gene Jellison of Thomaston
, Gladys Brown, Miss Patricia Ame Mrs. Adeline Lassell, 95, last week. Native of North Haven, she has .stalled Monday by D.D.G.M. James comprised the cast. The sketch
lived since a young girl in Lincolnville Center.
king. Mr.s. Marie Dean and Mrs
Pease ol Rockland and his staff, in- was well received by the audience,
Folta assisted Miss Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leadbetter reading two original poems written eluding Howard Crockett as grand and it is pleasing to see an active
—KCOH—
entertained at their home from 2 by Joseph Mullin and Mrs. Corrine marshal, grand chaplain of the theatre group in the Comunity once
Mrs. Alice Stilphen, R N., vice to 4 p. m. Nov. 2 at open house Hunter. She talked of the changes Grand Lodge of Maine; Rev. J more. Mrs. Sumner Pattee Direcpresident of the ' R. N. Club,” has
honoring Mr. Leadbetter’s great she had seen and attributed her Homer Nelson, grand chapla.n for tor of District „ gave an iuformal
postponed the next meeting which
the installation. Installed were: tolk about the program of study
aunt, Mrs. Adeline Lassell on her long life lo hard work.
was to have been held Nov. 15, due
95th birthday. Friends and neighMrs. Edward Leadbetter was the Charles Trone. worshipful master; for the Ped<>rated Wolnen of MainP
to the Community Concert the same
Ronald Messer, senior warden; for the „ext tWQ years Mrs
bors
called
to
congratulate
her.
hostess,
assisted by Mrs. Beulah
evening. Many of the nurses have
Maurice Lermond, junior warden;
.
’
' Daltons playing of Sea Pieces bv
tickets for the concert. At the last She received many gifts, among Leadbetter Mrs. Mertie Tilden and „
Benjamin Starrett, treasurer; Ed„
, . ,
them were two large baskets of Miss Joyce Parker who served tea.
... ,
.
_
'
McDowell concluded the entertainregular
meeting
it
was
voted
not
gar
Wiley,
secretary;
Dyson
Jamempnt
M„,.. came to spend ,»c
Sam Savitt of the Rockland Lions
flowers from the neighbors and cake and cookies.
son. senior deacon; George Ingra.. ..
holiday and week-end with his son. Club, entertained members of the to hold a meeting in December. The
next regular R. N. Club will be held fr,,m Tranquility Grange, also a
Mrs Eva Gordon Westbrook, ham. junior deacon; Douglas Star- , At the COnc,USIOn
enters
Stuart C. Burgess.
Camden and Rockport Lions Club in January
1 bouquet from her sister Mrs. Carrie spent tlie day with her mother. rett. senior steward; Russell Smith, ta,nment thp
«d-KCOH—
Page of Washington, D. C. Site Mrs. Lassell
Her
great
great Junior steward;
Earle Porter, turnkey of Knox Tuesday night with films of the
Maurice Lindsey, J°lpned to tbe parlor where a
Gerald Grant,
Fred L. Barker ol Vinalhaven left rere‘vec* 150 cards and was pre- granddaughter Mi
Don Smith of chaplain; George W. Walker, mar- ovely tea was servedTltc table
County Jail, has bought the Elbert lebster festival.
Rapeleye property at 30-32 Granite Rockland, Deputy District Gover packages for all the nurses on Floor' sented three birthday cakes made Easton was unable to attend but shal; Oscar Starrett, tyler. Guests was artistically arranged with Pall
street, and will occupy it in the nor, made his official visitation. Joe 1 when he was leaving for home to-! by A4rs- Arthur Dean, Mrs. Clar- remembered ber witli a beautiful were present from Ivy Chapter leaves' as the decoration. Mrs.
Brewster was presented with a day, after being a patient in the enee Heal, and Mrs. Herbert Libby, plant. Aunt Addie expresses her O ES.. and from Aurora and Rock Louis Walker, President of the
near future.
birthday cake in honor of his 79th hospital the past week
Aunt Addie was very active appreciation to all. She has been land Lodges of Rockland.
Methebesec Club and Mrs Vaino
BORN
throughout the day entertaining a member ol Transuility Grange 51
birthday.
—KCGH—
Johnsen, president of the Rockland
Mrs.
Jessie
Wheeler
Freeman,
Thomas—At Knox Hospital. Nov.
The Crippled Children's clinic her guests by reciting poetry and years.
A stork shower was given at the
poetess, author and retired teacher, omen s Club, poured,
11. io Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thom,
was held Thursday. Dr. Ella Lan
home
of
Mrs.
Gladys
Wilson
in
as. a daughter.
was guest speaker Thursday at the ~ '
==
j Bath; also the chairman of rehabili Woman’s Club. Regular poetry night ockland Mrs. Sulin received many
Bartlett—At Green Mt. County honor of her daughter, Mrs. Lil ger, Director from Augusta, was the
Hospital, Nov. 10, to Mr. and Mr.s. lian Frye, by Mrs. Dorothy Mills Pediatrician; Orthopedist, Dr. Ruh.
tation asked for gifts and candy for was observed and Mrs. Freeman, in giRs’ *nclud.ng a purse of money,
Russell D. Bartlett of Waynesburg, and Mrs. Beulah Cunningham of lin, Bangor; Miss Marion Murray
veterans in Togus, hoping to pre addition to reading selections from Present were Albert Sulin, Mr. and
Penn., a son.
, ,
from Augusta, Medical Social Work- Edwin Libby Relief Corps
her latest book, "Town, Down East, Mrs. William Niemi, Mr. and Mrs.
Staples—At Knox Hospital, Nov. Camden, on Wednesday night.
pare a box for Christmas.
Was Visited By State
10, to Mr. and Mrs. George Staples, Those attending from Rockport er; The Nutritionist was Miss Mary
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, patriotic in. also read from other Maine poets, Carl Waisanen and daughter Sonja
a daughter.
were Mrs. Estelle Libby, Miss Betty Ross, Augusta; Public Health Con
Officials
structor, read from a program ar- including “New England Sonnets” Mr. and Mrs. Eino Keto and daugh.
Miller—At Vinal Maternity Home, Lawton. Miss Anne and Marie sultant, Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, Au
a,(„
Clark Island, Nov. 3, to Mr. and
Grand Army hall was the scene of ranged by Mrs Valera Alien. State by Florence Jacobs of East Madi- Dolham, Mrs o
gusta; Orthopedic Nurse, Miss Rubyselja Siili, Mrs. Laina
Mrs. Bowdoin Miller of Warren, a Bowden, Mrs. Evelyn Crockett, Mrs. Bennett, Augusta; Mrs. Esther Long activities of Edwin Libby Relief P I. Also presented Mrs. Addie son, and "The Short-Tailed Whale”
Blanche Carver, Mrs. Lillian Keller,
daughter—Marilyn Alice.
Kaler in vocal numbers, "Lilli Mar dy Sarah Bridge Graves of Saco. Waisanen and family. Mr and Mrs
MUls—At Carlsbad, Calif., Nov. 2, Mrs. Louise Cavanaugh, Mrs. Ma and Mrs. Ada McConnell, were the Corps Thursday night when State ]ene „ preceded by a readjng on the Mrs- Freeman was introduced by Arne Laukka, Mr and Mrs. Uno
to Mr. and Mrs. Neil B. Mills, a son rion Salminen, Mrs. Ellen and Betty Clinic Nurses, from Rockland. The officers. Mrs. Thelma Hannon,, song s introduction at the time of Mrs- Jefferson Kimball, program Laiho, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ohaonen.
—Drew Byron.
New England Baptist Hospital had State President, Inspector Mrs Ma. i World War I. This number was chairman. Mrs Maurice Lermond a
' an Mr! Rarl° Nurmi of
Bohndell, Mrs. John Hyssong, Jr.,
two nurses observing the Public
s o^ADDleton Mr
Mr? Nt”
MARRIED
[Mrs. Clara Lane and daughter Ma Health work in Maine, Miss Ann rion Libby, State Guard Mrs. Es- followed by "God Bless America,” favored with a group of piano solos,
„
. ., .
, .
,
bv Mrs Kaler with assembly sing- her accompanist Mrs. Herbert EmAppleton, Mr. and Mrs. NisShields-Fuller—At Rockland, Oct. Irion, Misses Carolyn and Doris
ther Dow, visited and inspected the • 1V1
Wlul
?LWMiam CThjeWw VihClsea/
Richards, Eleanor Auspland, Mrs.' Gove and Miss Irene Langelier. The
Mrs. Fred Perkins, presi- kola Jalonen. and Mr. and Mrs. Oiva
Rockport Health Council members Corps. Other guests, all of Wilson ing. Mrs. Marion Springer gave an monsand Mrs. Elvie Fuller of Clark
Kallinen of Waldoboro.
Island.—by Rev. Dr. John Smith IMable Gray Mrs- Nancy Compton, i entertained children waiting to see Corps, North Turner, were Mrs. Armistice reading, a newspaper dent, reminded members of the in
Fred Perkins, Jr., spoke on "Little
clipping,
followed
by
a
poem,
vitation
at
2.30,
Nov.
15,
to
visit
the
Lowe.
, Mrs. Joyce Ingraham, and Mrs. the Doctors: Mr.s. Edward Ausp- Florence Mitchell, Mrs. Alta Austin
Known Facts of American History1'
“Bivouac cf the Dead.' Mrs. Mar- Friends-In-Council, at Camden.
Elizabeth Lowell.
Those from land, Mr.s. Nellie Lawton. Miss Eli- and Mr.s. Sophia Bowles.
Thursday at a Father and Son ban
IN MEMORIAM
.
Mrs. Rose Sawyer and staff initi- tha Sleeper impressively read "The
Vernon Jordan of North Waldo- quet at the Montgomery rooms,
In loving memory of our son and Rockand were Mrs. Lillian Murray nor Auspland and Miss Ethel Eaton
ated into the order Miss Bernice I Tone of tlle Volce'' followed by 'A boro, connected last Summer with sponsored by the Baptist Men’s
brother, Clifford C. Melvin, who [ and daughter Madeline, and Mrs. .
—KCOH—
came to the end of a gentle, pro- Colleen Roberts. Guests from Glen . Representatives from the Labora. Smith and Miss Gertrude Carmody,' Patriotic Creed" by Mrs. Plummer, the State Forestry department, was Forum.
ductive, richly worthwhile life on1 rnw
Fthp, Fat.n Mr„ ' tory and X-ray Departments in the who were supper guests Mrs Myra Durin§ the Pegram Mrs. Hannon speaker Friday at a meeting of the
Nov. 13, 1948. The world is better C
M
Eth 1 Eat0 ’ Mrs- i
Beano, benefit Warren Fire Dept..
for his having been a part of it Irene Eaton and Miss Edith Brew’ j Hospitals met Thursday night for Watts’report included flowers, card, was introduced to tell how her Field and Garden Unit at the home
though his passing leaves our lives ster.
The attending Rockville j an Informal discussion on Labora and good cheer messages sent to, Corps o{ 46 women had boU8ht and of Mrs Philip Simmons, with Mrs. Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 7.30 p. m.
I remodeled the G.A.R. hall in North Herbert Emmons program chair- at Glover Hall. Warren.
109-1K
an empty void.
guests were Miss Vestina Fiske, tory and X-ray Problems Walter sick and shut-in members
French'1
Me’Vin' MrS' Marlon w Miss Janice Loffman and Mrs. Wil- j Loker had charge of the meeting
The sum of $5 was voted sent to Turner’ making the place a living man. Miss Frances Spear was apFor you who do not quite under-f
Simonton, Nov. 12.
109’lt liam
and those from West i Part of the evening was spent in the home of Crippled Children in 1 memorial and an honor to the com- pointed chairman of a committee
stand
may I once more try to ex
___________________
.
munity.
on
plantings
at
the
honor
roll
site,
------------------■
Rockport were Miss Viola Starr and i the X-ray department for actual
plain my taxi rates. I have a 35c
1 Since money making schemes next Spring’
To Cr‘pHt?vP^F TBAN’KS ,
,
Miss Elsie Andrews. There were demonstrations. Gail Rutherford, Gustoske back with us
To relatives and friends who
—KCOH—
1 were be*p8 discussed, Mrs. Sleeper
Sunday School Sunday will be minimum that takes in Warren
made my birthday such a happy one! several more guests invited but from the M. E. Parker Company.
Miss Evelyn C. Gregory, R N. told of
the successful carnival held at the morning service, at the Viuage area. This includes B. L.
X-ray
supply
house,
in
Boston,
disI extend my heartfelt thanks, with were unable to attend. They are
South Thomaston Baptist Church, all classes to at- Davis’ bus station for Maine Cenappreciation both for the party, Miss Lucille Quinn. Mrs. Ellen I cussed "Protective Means Around daughter of Harland Gregory, Vi- *Penny> held
Refresh- nalhaven, joined the nursing start1and Mrs- Austin told of a "Swapping tend. Rev Lee Perry will speak on tral and Sheldon’s for Wood’s Bus
and the gifts
Daucett and daughter Elizabeth, I x‘ray Departments.
Mrs. Hulda Sulin,
"Stewardship Advance’ at the morn. Line. Anything over one mile is
Sunday. Miss Gregory is a gradu- Party held by her group.
Miss Doris Quimby, Mrs. Frank ! ments were served t0 the «roup
Warren.
109-lt
ate of the Memorial Hospital, Bos-! At intermission, fun was created ing worship period. Evening service 25c per mile one way. Five may
Johnson, Mrs. Sybil Larrabee, Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Gutsoske, R.N.. has ton. and is working in the Operat-' by holding a Scotch Auction," the will be at 7.
ride for the same rate. I do not
Beano, benefit Warren Fire Dept Betty Dorr, Mrs. Helen Cavanaugh,
returned to the Hospital, to do gen ing Room Department for the pres take being won by Miss Carmody,
Rev. J. Homer Nelson will have charge from my home to where the
Wednesday, Nov. 16. at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. Ruth Felton, Mrs. LoisAnder- eral duty during the Winter months.
and a Candy Marc h' found Mrs. as theme Sunday morning at the customer may be, you pay only the
at Glover Hall, Warren.
109-lt
ent,
son, Mrs. Cecilia Young, Mrs. Laura We are all happy to have Mrs
—KCGH—
! Ruby Makinen winning a box of Congregational Church, The God distance you ride plus time for
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings Johnson, Mrs. Catherine Norton,
Mrs. Glenys M. Mahonen began fudge, Mrs. Kaler presiding at the Whom We Worship.”
waiting over 15 minutes. Sheldon’s
Sun and Wed., 7.30 p. m. 431 Main Mrs. Mabel Wilson, Mrs. Elizabeth
a six weeks' trainingperiod Nov. 2.' piano,
furnishing a lively march.
Willis Eerry is a surgical patient Bus and Taxi, Tel. 82-83. 10(1-109
! St.—adv.
55-S-tf Wheeler, and Mrs. Myra Giles. The
Mrs. Mahonen has acertificate!Supper at 6 was well attended, at the Community
Hospital, Cambasket was a bassinet decorated in
from the Chicago School for with an efficient staff of workers den.
pink and blue crepe paper with
Nurses and is wanting to secure serving baked beans, cot ered dishes
A daughter. Marilyn Alice, was
streamers coming from the ceiling
more practical work in nursing, as ui variety, salads that furnished born Nov. 3 to Mr. and Mrs. BowOffice Will Be Closed
down to the bassinet. Refreshments
a Volunteer.
i beauty spots as well as satisfied, doin Miller at theVinal Maternity
—KCGH—
I takes doughnuts and coffee.
were served and the party enjoyed
Home, Clark Island.
by all.
For the month of November, Miss',
e Plummer,
Dr. A C. Porter of Middletown,
108-109
Ann Gove and Miss Irene Langelier,
Press Correspondent Mass., and Prof. George Ramsdell
Baptist worship at 10.45, sermon
student nurses in the public health
of Lewiston have been located at
topic; “What the Scripture Says
field, are spending that time here gJ^IHrdrdRfkl^J^'ZJHniJgjajglZfEI the Moody cottage, North Pond,
About Home and Family Rela
in Maine, working with Mrs Ada
for a short time.
tions;.” 11.45 Church School, classes
McConnell and Mrs. Esther Long.
Capt. Harold Potter of the U. S
for all ages; 7 p. m. Evening Evan
The girls are living in the Nurses
Army,
on furlough, and Mrs. Pot
OF THE SEASON
gelistic service.
Sermon topic:
Home and securing their meals
ter of Bar Harbor, were recent
“Life in a Lood." There will be spe
while on duty, at the Hospital.
Music Bv
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Homer
cial music at all the services. All
IN DI AL CONTROL CAR
Nelson.
,
are wecome.
Call:
Mrs. Hulda Sulin, who observed
The Boy Scouts of Troop 214 met
her 70th birthday anniversary
J.
E.
PASSON
at the Methodist Church Wednesday
Wednesday, was given a surprise
19 COURT ST.,
ROCKLAND
Personalize
I night with the Scout Master. Roy
birthday party that night at the
Former Driving Instructor
And His Orchestra
; Gardner in charge.
Eighteen j
With Your Name
Every Saturday Night
home of her son and daughter-infor R. H. S.
scouts were present. Marvin Welt ,
Choose today from our tre SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
109-lt
law, Mr, and Mrs. Imo Sulin in
was elected Senior patrol leader.
mendous selection of beautiful
re-s-tf uHjcj^?i2izrzrarciafci?jzr2T£i^^
Tentative plans were made to cut Christmas cards. Religious, sen
=rajzj2RfgiHraraiafafafafgmafBraiBrajaiai2fBfafgfaraiHfgf2Jzrararan«.
Christmas trees and to make j timental, traditional, humorous,
wreaths. The community orders 1 historic cards in all price ranges.
will be taken this week. A night Come in early and select while
I hike has been planned for next our collection is full and com
! Wednesday with the destination a plete.
Has Opened His Office at
secret if the weather permits other
wise a regular meeting will be held, j
The Wesleyan Guild met Wednes
Printing Department
day night at the home of Bernice
The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
■ ekoojini * f«mily monot Morion.
Company to urge its customers to heed the follow
only for your lifetime, but
109-S-115
ing suggestions:
for fenerationi to come. We can

An Official Visit

R. N. Abbott, D. V. M.

LAKEHURST

November 11, 12, 13

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Kockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street
Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
i-tf

Joint Session Proved Happy
Affair—Saw the Theatre
Guild Act

TONIGHT

CLOSING DANCE

We’ve
Christmas
Cards Galore

LEARN TO DRIVE
The Safe Way

Joe Avery

DANCE

DR. HARRY ANALIS, M. D.

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

The Courier-Gazette

30 HIGH STREET, ROCKLAND

Telephone 1692

help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each ia
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, y<mr heirs, or your descendant*.

Chester Brooks
WARREN,

TEL. 98

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
67-S-tf

year
Koch of Ag«« menwmonl as
Morlior It IdontlflM •> Rodl
1st Ms m«I

(66 years of service)

1949

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
BUILT WITH DOWN EAST YANKEE CARE

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

m

AUTHQRIZiO

(mil

1883

Manufacturing Plant, East Union, Me.
Main Office and Showroom, Thomaston, Me. Tel. 175
65-S-tf

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
109-S-115

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 58 year* of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive
and Marine Service. Let ns serve yonr Machine Shop Require
ments. Come in especially and aee our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL, 24
70-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN FARM AND GRANGE NEWS
West Rockport Amateur Farmers

SAWYER HEADS KNOX POMONA

-t

I

Installed As Master In Meeting Held At the
Medomak Valley Grange Last Saturday

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
onee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE
FINE family Jersey Cow for sale,
8-10 qfcs, milk. Low price. Write
W. W. care The Courier-Gazette.
,

108-100

SAVAGE Rifle, 303 caliber for
for sale, like new. TEL. WALDOi BORO 13-4. _________
107*109
i SAVE! Still in the crates—more
Florence and Perfection Circulat
ing Heaters have arrived. A Rock
land lady has just saved $46.59 on
a large size. You can save accord
ingly for cash. EUGLEY’S WARE
HOUSE Jefferson St„ Waldoboro.
Next to Bear Hill Market. Tel.
74-2.
107*109
FOR SALE or RENT
Thomaston
Immediate occupancy for attrac
tive house overlooking St. Georges
River from historic old meeting
house. Seven rooms, sunporch ga
rage, 1% acres. Partially furnished
including late model Florence Oil
and Gas Kitchen Range. TEL.
THOMASTON 161.
107*109

The following officers were elect vocal and given by Mrs. Harriet
ed
and installed Saturday at the and Mrs. Bessie Carrol of Union,
y
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange, and Mrs. Jeannette Orff of Cush
ing.
held with Medomak Valley Grange,
M*^c
FOR SALE
WANTED
Corsages of Fall flowers made by
Appleton.
the
master,
Irving
Sawyer,
were
r'■*,
BABY'S High Chair, Bathinette,
A CROWD of masked People
They were, Irving Sawyer of presented the installing officer and
wanted to attend a masquerade ball. Maternity Dress, fcr sale; also La
Thomaston, master; George Layr of her aides, and the lady officers in Nov. 25 8.30 to 12 at Watts Hall. dies' Clothing, Dresses. Skirts, etc.
East Union, overseer; Mrs. Ruth stalled. The State Grange officers Thomaston. Prizes, music, dancing, size 14; 134 Rankin St„ City. TEL.
HAND-MADE Shell Jewelry for
108*109
spot waltz and fun galore. NOR’ 1589-J.
Wiley of North Warren lecturer; received other gifts also.
sale. MRS. RICHARD SPRING, 96
EASTERS' ORCHESTRA. Tickets
TWO
Steam
Blowers
for
sale.
450
Guy Stockbridge of Appleton, stew
Guests wer present from the fol 25c and 60c.
107*109
108*114 cu.. ft. TEL. 1544 or 126.
109*110 Camden St. Tel. 425-M.
ard; Allen Young of East Union, lowing Pomonas: Androscoggin.
y
STORM
Windows
for
sale,
32x62,
SAWS
to
file.
All
work
done
AYRSHIRE-HOLSTEIN Heifer,
i
Lincoln. Limerock Valley, of Maine, promptly and guaranteed. Leave
assistant steward.
18 months old for sale. Freshened some 33 and 34. Perfect condition.
Mrs. Amelia Dornan of East and Bluehill from Massachusetts.
at BICKNELL'S HARDWARE. 5~9 in May. ROY BARKER. Camden. CHARLES T. SMALLEY, 296
107*109
107*103 Tel. 2683.
Union, chaplain; James Dornan of
Thc birthday anniversaries of Main St., City.
109*111 Broadway, City.
THREE
Registered
Herefords
for
NEARLY New Clothes for all the
East Union, treasurer; Mrs. Flor Mrs. Abbie Stanley of Thomaston
PLYMOUTH Sedan, 1938, for
one three-year heifer, two
ence Calderwood, Union secretary; and Mrs. Minnie Jones of East fami'y for sale- New stock arriv' sale, $335 for quick sale. P. O. BOX sale,
„ ,
.
ing dailv. NEARLY NEW SHOPPE 163, Camden.
109*lt calves. EUGENE FEYLER, R. D. 2,
Nelson Calderwood of Union, gate Union were remembered with the
Knox street Tel. Thomaston
Waldoboro.
' 107*109
PONTIAC Sedan, 1934, for sale.
keeper; Mrs. Ruby Allen of Rock presentation of a birthday cake 343
107*109
TEL. CAMDEN 633, or 71 Main St.
land, Pomona; Mrs. Lelia Layr of made by Mrs. Irving Sawyer
FOR SALE
Rockpori.
109-111
Speaker at the morning session
East Union, Ceres.
Attractive 6-room House at 16
FLORENCE Oil Heater in excel
Bunker
street.
Quick
disposal
de

Mrs. Hilda Stockbridge of Apple- ; at the Dec. 3 meeting of Knox PoBest Quality
lent condition for sale, also Kineo C
ton, Flora; Mrs. Bernice Young, J mona Grange, to be a day meeting sired.
Village home with 3 acres of land. Kitchen Oil Range. Priced right. Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery
East Union lady assistant steward; held at Pioneer Grange, East Union, Attractive Colonial Cape House. Call at 153 Main Si.. Thomaston, or
Free Installation
109-111
Albert Goss of Union, to the execu will be Harold A. Wiggin of Union, Would make lovely retirement PHONE 218 Thomaston.
TEL. 939
—Pnoto oy Cuueu
46 BLACK Cross Pullets for sale;
tive committee. Mrs. Abbie Stanley superintendent of schools his sub- home.
Members of the Amateur Farmer t-H Club of West Rockport. Left to right, front row, are William
little
over
3
months
old,
$40.
I'EL.
Seven
rooms
and
bath
in
good
Winslow, George Starr, Jr., Kenneth Campbell and George Winslow. Back row Vice President Alden Davis; of Thomaston was appointed pian ject, "New Methods of Teaching
107*109
...
, ..
....... . repair; bam; several acres of land.. 1289.
579 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Linwood Campbell; Secretary Henry Kontio. Jr, and Leader Maynard Tolman.
ist.
the Child Pronunciation Without Attractive
location
overlooking
ALL Wool Grey Coat, sealskin
94-S-tf
Stumbling.
”
water.
The
officers
were
installed
by
Eighty-five projects have been George Starr.
Amateur Farmers 4-H club of
trimmed for sale, size 14. Sell rea
Welcome
will
be
by
George
Layr,
95-acre
Farm
on
hardtop
road;
Mrs.
Nellie
Hascall
of
Auburn,
sec

sonable.
TEL.
1572.
108*109
The present members of this
West Rockport has organized for completed during the past 10 years
"SAWED Dry Slab Wood for sale.
retary of the State Grange; assisted master of the host grange with attractive 7-room house, running
32 SPECIAL Winchester Model Free delivery, $7.00, approximately
, „
_
. water. Good poultry farm and 1mthe 11th year and is working for by these members; Daniel An club are: Henry Kontio, Jr., May by J. Merrill Hatch of West Minot,
94
deer
Rifle
for
sale.
Also,
a
38
response
by
Raymond
Danforth
of
me
d
la
tely
available.
one cord. RAYMOND MILLER.
drews. Charles Heald, James Rob nard Tolman. Alden Davis, Royce
an 11th seal of achievement.
Mrs. Edith Union. The party for members of Above items are reasonably priced single action Colt frontier revolver. Tel. Warren 32-22.
108*110
erts, Lamont Roberts, Walter An Carroll, Ralph Thorndike, William State gatekeeper.
SMITH'S
ESSO
STATION,
corner
Mrs. Henry Kontio was the first drews, Harold Tolman, Robert Winslow, Linwood Campbell. George Hatch, also of West Minot, chair Pioneer Juvenile Grange will be and should go before Winter. Call
LOBSTER Boat, hauler and Ford
Main
and
Cottage
street.
108*110
. „ F- H- WOOD,
engine, size 27-4x8x2 for sale.
leader when tlie club was organ Deane, Herbert Hurme. William Starr, Jr., George Winslow and man of the Home and Community given at this time, and Pomona'
BLACKSTONE Home Laundry THOMAS POLK, Vinalhaven. Tel.
Welfare
department
of
the
State
members
will
bring
gifts
for
the
107-109
ized bark 111 1939 All requirements Annis. Henry Kontio, Jr.. David Kenneth Campbell.
for sale. $135. HELEN NORWOOD. 6-4.
107*109
108-110
were completed the first year, earn Hoch. Philip Carroll, Ernest Doug
TYPING to do at home or in an Tel. Warren 2-2.
Maynard Tolman is leading the Grange served as regalia bearer; children. The children will preOPEN Lobster Boat, 28', for sale.
Bernice
Hatch,
as
emblem
bearer:
I
sent
a
Christmas
program
during
o
ff
lce
wanted.
TEL
256-W1.
ing both a charter and the first las, Jr. Ralph Thorndik“, Royce club this year.
KRAG 30-40, for sale. Excellent 8' beam; launched last August,
108 109 condition. Call after 5.30, HAROLD 1940 Chevrolet engine. $1500, com
gold seal.
Carroll.
In 1945 this club won first honors and with Mrs. Abbie Stanley of j the afternoon.
Thomaston, pianist.
j No degree work is planned for
GENERAL Carpenter Work want OVERLOCK. Warren Me. 108-109 plete.
ROBERT LASH.
JR.,
Mrs. Margaret Andrews was lead
Richard Merrifield. Maynard Tol in the county and placed second in
ed; any type, finish or cabinet
RIFLES for sale 8 M.M. Mauser, Friendship. Tel. Waldoboro 99-21.
Music for the installation was1 the day.
er of the club for a number of man. Robert Bettencourt, Oscar 1944 and 1943.
____
work, floors, repairs, etc.; free esti sportcr. also 39-06 Winchester. TEL.
108-110
years and is now assistant leader. Greenrose. Alden Davis. Arnold
Thc boys plan to take thc Home
mates, all work guaranteed. Tel. 598-R or 359 Broadway, City.
REAL ESTATE
MOVIES AVAILABLE
Mrs. Charlotte Davis was leader Tolman, Richard Deane. William Improvement project along with
352-M4, after 5 30 p.m. or write F.
108*110
1. Attractive
seashore
Home,
for a couple of years with Mrs. Winslow. James Dinsmore. Janies Dairy Chick Raising, and Crop
large oceanfront, garden land, ar
Movies on farming, homemaking, A. THOMAS. Star Route. Rockville,
LADY'S
Raccoon
Fur
Coat
fcr
Rockland. Me.
107*110 sale; 10 ROCKLAND ST.
108*109 tesian well, electricity. Newly reno
Evelyn Merrifield as assistant.
Weymouth Linwood Campbell, and projects.
other subjects are available to
_________
Gingerbread and Punch Reci and
GEESE
for
sale.
Order
for vated, year ’round location. This
Maine people through the film li- done at the Mend.It £hop 102
pes
Offered
This
Week
Thanksgiving,
young,
plump,
10
to property sensibly priced at $4500.
Vanessa Moody. Cynthia Ripley.
brarv of the Agricultural Extension Union St. Grove St., entrance. Tel.
2. House of 7 rooms, a quiet and
14 lbs., ready to cook, 60c lb. A.
By
Mrs.
Mayo
Service,
University
of
Maine,
Orono.
94-W.
EVA
AMES.
107*112
Roxanna Gushee, Jackie Demuth.
B. LARSON. Rockport. Tel. Cam central location. Furnace and good
They may be borrowed for a nomi- \ PRACTICAL Nurse wanted, for den 676.
,
108*110 garden spot. Only $3400.
Gingerbread
Of 4-H ClufT Girls In K-L from Appleton; Jean Olson Ra Simonton Club Already Plan
3. Attractive Owl’s Head year
nal fee. Requests for the free film elderly couple; 79 Washington St..
A
BARGAIN
—
Chrysler
Ace
2',4
Ingredients:
2
cups
sifted
flour;
mona Crute. Emma Matson Marian
107-109 to 1 reduction, for sale, propeller in ’round home, bath, overlooks the
catalog
and
for
farm
and
home
films
Caincien
TEL,
23C6
Area In ’49 Had Value
ning Gardens For Spring 'a tsp. soda; .2 tsp. baking powder;
water. Priced under $2700.
Lane, Luree Wotton, and Verna
WE want to buy all kinds of cluded; thoroughly
should be made to Frederick A. Per
overhauled.
EDWARD W. COFFIN,
Of $1680.32
!_• cup sugar;
tsp. salt; ‘l tsp.
Planting
j
Scrap
iron
and
metal
motors,
ma.
Wotton of Cushing; Donna Tilton,
May
be
seen
at
STANLEY'S
GA

kins, at the Extension Service,
Owl's Head
Phone 551-W2
ginger:
’
.a
tsp.
cloves;
'a
tsp.
cinna

■
chinery,
batteries
and
rags.
HighRAGE.
108*112
Nine hundred seventy-eight ar Constance Wilson, Roberta Jones.
If you have a house to sell, call
Simonton's Corner Ayrshire Dairy
Orono.
]
est
prevailing
prices
will
be
paid
mon;
2
eggs
beaten;
2-3
cup
milk;
107-109
TWO Outside Windows for sale. me.
ticles of clothing were made and 47 Elwilda Bryant and Jean Ogilvie of Boys held a regular business meet
for these items. MORRIS GOR 55x31
l-3 cup fat, melted; 2-3 cup mo
inches. No broken glass.
JEEPSTER
Willys
Station
Wagon
Jeflerson.
ing
Friday
night
at
the
home
of
DON
&
SON,
6
T
St.
Tel.
388-W..
remodelled by 153 girls in the 4-H
SOUTH THOMASTON
108*112 | (1949) for sale 2000 mileage per
lasses.
Barbara Robinson. Hazel Brown. the secretary, Byron Haining.
io.it f PHONE 1593.
clothing project. These garments
The Lewis Johnsons have re
DRY Slabs sawed, Approx. 1 cord, fect condition. May be inspected
To make: Sift dry ingredients
Jane Brver. Mary Brown, and
President. Ralph Miller, had
107*109
were valued by the girls as worth
for sale, $8 delivered. WM. A. by CALLING 178-R.
turned to their home in Long
Kathleen Hall of West Dresden; charge of the meeting. Under sub to gether. Combine beaten eggs,
HEATH. Tel. Warren 32-5. 107*109
VAN Truck Body for sale. Steel
$1680.32. ■ ■
Valley,
N.
J.,
having
visited
in
milk
and
melted
fat,
and
add
this
I WILL BUY
Ann Ludwig and Charlotte Hunt of ject matter, "Plans for Next Springs
IN Rockland, 5-family furnished frame, aluminum covered 8’X6t4’xS*,
Senior girl ■ -coring over 85
in
Massachusetts since closing their
Hope; Lena Roy of Burkettville; Gardens” were taken up by the. mixture to the dry ingredients.
1st
and 2d Mortgages
Apt. House for sale; good invest ORRIN CREAMER. Tel Thomasthis project were. Ein; Riutta. Sadie
Then
stir
in
molasses.
Bake
in
a
,
Summer
home
here
106*109
Joan Gregoire of Aina; Sylvia leader, Cecil Annis.
ment property. Reasonable. Good ton 11-4.
On Real Estate
Gammon. Faye Payson and Leashallow 9-inch pan in a moderate J
neighborhood. Write J. T„ care The
DRY, cleft Hardwood, top quality,
Snowman of West Southport: Bar
Refreshments
were
served
by
Vera
is
a
feminine
personal
name
trice Dolham of North Warren:
Courier-Gazette.
107-109 I mostly beech and maple. Prompt
oven <350 to 375 F.) for 30 to 49
"UNCLE BEN"
bara Douglas and Barbara Thorn Mrs. Haining.
of Latin origin signifying truth.
Nancy Andrews and Viola Starr of
HILLCREST, Warren,
minutes.
CHICKS
—
Pullorum
Clean
U. S. delivery.
dike of West Rockport: and Jean12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me.
j Tel. 35-41.
104tf
West Rockport; Esther Hart and
West Rockport
Approved
for
sale.
Bronchitis
&
Punch Recipe
ine Wooster of Thomaston.
Newcastle immune sex-link Pullets
Tel. 670
TO LET
Jean Fish of Appleton: Adele Rice
TOURIST Home, for sale, in
Henry Kontio. Jr., secretary of
Mrs. Schrumpf sent down this
and Cockerels for a few open dates Thomaston. Write “T. H.,” care
of Walpole; Jane Robbins of Hope:
To darn a hole in a flimsy cur Amateur Farmers 4-H Club reports punch recipe which some of you
87-tf during Dec. and Jan. In twice week, The Courier-Gazette.
103-116
TWO-ROOM furnished ApartJudy Peters of West Dresden and tain. cover the hole with a piece two calf projects and one home may like. It is pretty in color and ment
to let, heated. Call at 67 PIANOS and House Organs tuned. ly hatches. DUTCH NECK HATCH
GALVANIZED
Nalls,
mooring
Carolyn Lufkin of East Warren.
TALBOT AVE.. City.
108-110 $
Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN ERY, Melville W. Davis. Tel. chain, used marine equipment and
of white paper and run back and improvement project all started. has an excellent flavor.
Junior girls scoring over 85'. forth over it with thc sewing ma
BS,
69 Park St Tel. 199-M. 122-23 Waldoboro, Me.
BURNISHED
Cottage
of
four
rooms
Jefferson
This punch recipe serves 40
107tf paint for sale. MORRIS GORDON
10D111
were; Ovis Gammon, Freda Hill chine needle a number of times.
1
lo
let
at
Ingraham
Hill.
TEL.
1236J.
& SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W, Rock
Andrew Williamson, president of people.
land.
103tf
ANTIQUES. Glass. China, Punil109-110
and Violet Mitchell of North War Then launder the curtain to dis Jeffersonian Farmers, gave a dem
Three cups lemon juice, 2 cups
are. old Paintings, etc., wanted. MISCELLANEOUS
ren; Harriet Gamage, Eunice Gam- solve the paper, and a neat darn
APARTMENT
to
let.
three
extra
'
CLEAN, Dry Slabwood. sawed
onstration on how to judge potatoes, pineapple juice (unsweetened), 2 large rooms and flush, 116 Main St., c 'ARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove,
age. Evelyn MacFarland .Beverly remains.
TIRES replaced on Baby Car stove length, $10 for Jumbo cord
8tf
onions and beets, pointing out dis quarts gingerale, 3 cups sngar Thomaston. TEL. 252-5.
109*111 1 ’el. Rockland 103.
riages, Carts and Tricycles. RAYE’S load. No delay, simply call HILL
Farrin, Ruth Gamage Rosalie Rice,
eases and defects to look for in se- syrup; 4 cups cranberry juice | UNFURNISHED Apartment to I
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City CREST, Warren, Tel. 35-41 for fast
Ruth Sawyer Carolyn Kelsey, of
An American firm making alumi selcting an exhibit.
96tf
(Cranberry Fruit Cocktail,
in ' let. Adults preferred. TEL. 436-W.
106‘S’llS delivery,
South Bristol: Faustina Gushee. num foil in Mexico plans a $1,500.108*110 |
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber, Spruce
Andrew then placed the vege bottles i.
Evelyn Carleton, Beverly Meservey. 000 expansion.
Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In
IN Camden, downstairs Apart
tables in four separate groups and
Sugar Syrup: Boil 3 cups sugar
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 104*116
the members of the club held a real and 3 cups water together for 5 ment to let, available now. no ob- for real estate no matter where lo
j jection to children., TEL CAM
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
judging contest.
minutes.
Cool, combine sugar DEN 2052.
108-110 1 cated or in what condition. If priced
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
The meeting was held at the home syrup, cranberry, lemon and pine
$19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
FURNISHED Apartment
and
as desired.
LELAND TURNER.
of Lloyd Hodgk'ns and during the apple juices. Pour over piece of Rooms to yet. THE ELMS, 14 Elm right will make cash bid and pass
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p. m.
64tf
108*110 | papers at once.
business session Wayne Keene was ice (not ice cubes I in a punch Street.
CITY Service Range and Furnac
elected color bearer, and Robert bowl. Last add gingerale. Float
HEATED Apartment to let. In
Oil; del. anywhere in Rocklanc
Packard as cheer leader.
thin slices of lemons and oranges quire at A. H. ROBINSON'S STORE
"UNCLE BEN"
Thomaston, Warren; prompt an
272 Main St.
106-109
and
mint
leaves
(if
you
have
some)
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. I
Appleton Bovs
12
MYRTLE
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
THREE
furnished
Rooms
to
let,
R. TURNER, Old County Roac
George's Valley Hustlers met at on top of punch.
CHOOSF THIS
water, lights, flush and oil heater;
City._________________________ 85t
Tel. 670
the home of Ronald and Albert
30 Warren St., City. Tel. 1422
STEEL. Rails 60 lbs., several thou
FINE PROFESSION NOW
Legal Notice
107*109
87-tf
Moody for their second meeting.
sand feet for sale. Good for boa
WHEREAS, Clifton Jackson of FIVE-ROOM unfurnished upstairs ]
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Friday night.
railways or lumber yard to stac
Washington In the County of Knox
lumber. JOHN MEEHAN & SOI
As most of the boys are taking and State of Maine, by his mort Apt. with flush to let. Adults only.
55-S-tf
Inquire 235 MAIN ST.
107-109
Clark Island. Tel. Rockland, 21-W!
woodworking, “Articles to Start gage deed dated the fourteenth day
A. C. Hocking, Tenant’s Harboi
Your Project" were taken up by the of September 1949 and recorded in AT 18 Masonic St., three furnished
Tel. 56-13.
35t
the Knox County Registry of Deeds, rooms, bath, shower, electric re-;
club agent, Loana S. Shibles.
WASHING Machine and Wringc
Book 310, Page 34. conveyed (o me. frigerator, with two extra bedrooms, 1
Plans were made to hold a work the undersigned, a certain parcel of unfurnished.
MRS. MILLS, 11;
Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
107*108
meeting on Friday. Nov. 18.
liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BITLE1
real estate situate in Washington, Masonic St.
THREE-ROOM
Furnished
Apt.
to
!
CAR & HOME SUPPLY.
131
Walter Lind is leader of this in the County of Knox and bounded
as follows: ,
let; 15 Grove St. FLORA COLLINS
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
group of boys in Appleton.
10O7tf
Beginning at Jackson Stream at Tel. 182-R.
Stone walks, Flagging, Wall Ston
New Harbor
land of Clarence Moore following
Paving, Property Markers, Hone
HEATED Room, near bathroom,'
Seashore Toilers of New Harbor Clarence Moore's easterly land to to let. Business person or busi-1
Rolls, Pier Stone, Outdoor Fire
places Rip Rap for Breakwatei
took up Sewing Boxes and Require
ness couple preferred. TEL. CAM
and Piers, Boat Moorings an
107*109
ments for the Foods Project at southerly by said highway above DEN 3026.
Chain, Culvert.
their second meeting held at the mentioned to land owned by Rob- | TWO-ROOM Furnished House to 1
•'EVERYTHING IN GRANITE’’
i
let,
from
Nov.
15
to
April
15;
cellar
home of the leader, Mrs Addie ert Cargill for a corner, thenc
JORN MEEHAN & SON,
and flush. 14 SCOTT ST.. City.
land
of
said
Cargill
to
Jac
Prentice.
Clark Island, Me.
107*109
stream to first mentioned bi
Tel. Rockland 21-W2
Laura Wotton and Chalmer Loud containing forty (40) acres, more or
FOUR-ROOM House with flush i
A. C. Hocking
were on the refreshment committee less, reserving the cemetery thereon. partly furnished to let. 2-room
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56-13
Apt. with flush. Both newly reno. i
Meaning and intending hei
serving sandwiches, cupcakes, candy
to convey the same premises
vated. Adults only. OLIVER PET. 1
and punch.
CONCRETE Products for salt
were conveyed to me by Warranty TEE 84 Crescent St.
107*109
Next meeting to be on Nov. 11 at Deed
Burial vaults, septic tanks buildi
from Affie V. Miller dated
ROCKLAND
Community
Bldg.,
to
posts, outside concrete work, <
the church vestry.
May 12ih 1948 and recorded in the let Tuesday, Nov. 8, 8 o’clock, com -1
Compressor work.
ROBERT
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 302, plete with Woodcock's Orchestra;
North Warren
BURNS. Tel. 1439.
Page
547;
whereas
the
condition
of
!
rental
50
cents
per
person.
KI

White Oak 4-H Club held their said mortgage has been broken
WANIS BARN DANCE
106-106
judging contest on Saturday at, the
Now, therefore, by reason of the
SUCH AS YOURS
ROOM
to
let,
with
kitchen
prlvl- j
This Chrismas, send out your own
club room in White Oak Grange bleach of the condition thereof I
leges.
TEL.
259-M.
106*108
Demands and Deserves the Finest Quality of
claim a foreclosure of said mort
Hall.
personalized Christmas greetings.
gage.
ROOM and Board to let. By day j
The
girls
judged
buttonholes
and
Workmanship and Materials
Come in today. Choose the design
[Seal)
or week; 150 MAIN ST., Thomas
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
the boys Guernsey cows.
FRANK
R
NICHOLS
ton.
105-110(
you prefer, the greeting. We’ll make
In All Printing Needs
ANT TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
October 18. 1949
GARAGE to let at 64 Summer
To get rid of the fish odor in a
them up for you with name imprinted.
STATE OF MAINE
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED
St.
FRANCES PERRY.
Tel.
frying
pan,
sprinkle
salt
in
the
pan,
KENNEBEC
SS:
OCTOBER
18.
1949
REPAIRS
Order now so they’ll be ready for
151-M.
106*106;
Personally appeared the above
add hot water, and let it. stand
ANT TYPE OF WELDING
FOUR Room Heated Apartment ;
Christmas sending.
named Frank R. Nichols and made
awhile before washing it.
oath to the truth of the contents to let. for information CALL
1153-R.
108*110
Vibert Is o masculine personal of the above notice.
ng MAIN STn ROCKLAND, MM
[Seal]
R. L. ANDERSEN, Foreman
name of Teutonic origin signifying
TEL. sn-«
,
ROBERT MARTIN,
WEBBER’S INN. Tel. 340-3, Thom
PRINTING DEPARTMENT
22-aw-tf
of eminent holiness.
103-S-108
Notary Public, aston.
2tf I

IT

I

Venetian Blinds

United Home Supply

Recipes Of The Week

Clothing Projects

4-H Doings

Will Pay Cash

UNIVERSAL AND HOTPOINT

Electric Ranges and Water Heaters

|

U.S.
ARMY

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

IMPORTANT BUSINESS

Order Your
Christmas
Cards Now

BODY and FENDER
WORK

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT

Rowling’s Garage

Tuesday-Thursday-SaturtteJ
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
With The Homes

THE COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER

Victor Installation

“See Girls, No Wings!”, Crows Duke

The Farm Bureau Calendar
The Grangers Of Searsmont
^Of Knox-Lincoln Area
Mrs. Aldus As
Farm Production Of Present Compared With Install
For Next Week
Worthy Master

That Of Middle Of Last Century

Leader meetings scheduled next
week in the communities are as
follows:
Many changes have taken place can be increased to 350 pounds,
♦ Orff's Corner
Nov. 16: Orff's Corner Farm Bu in agriculture during the past cen which is about the average of the
reau at the Community House, tury. With the increase in popu Kriox-Lincoln Association, this past
61ip Covers, in charge of Mrs. Mur lation each year, the question arises, year, the return is $223. While the
iel Preble, Montsweag, Mrs. Ada will the American farmer be able man who can increase his cows’
production to 500 pounds, the re
Elwell and Mrs. Eva Wing are on
to
feed
everyone?
turn is $382.
,e committee serving dinner and
During the past 10 years, the
In 1850 a farmer was able to feed
rs. Doris Dearborn and Mrs. Anne
dairymen
in Knox-Lincoln County
himself
and
four
other
persons.
Peacock are helpers.
Nov. 16: Sheepscot Farm Bureau At the present time, with the farm have increased the average pro
at the Orange Hall, Christmas machinery that is available, this duction per cow from 268 pounds
Greens, in charge of Mrs. Winona same farmer can feed himself and to 352 pounds. This has been due
to better feeding and care. Also
Chase. Mrs. Geraldine Ross, Mrs. 14 other persons.
Winona Chase, Mrs. Norma O'Neal There has also been improve culling has been practiced in many
and Mrs. Stella Doe are on the din ment in seed, so that higher yields of the herds.
Sincerely.
ner committee. Members will make are possible. In 1860 the average
R. C. Wentworth,
various Christmas decorations.
milk production in New York State
County Aegnt.
Whitefield
was 2400 pounds of milk. At the
Nov. 17: Whitefield Farm Bureau present time, it is nearly 6000
Mrs. Catherine Perry’s, Slip pounds.
Covers, in charge of Mrs. Jennie, Hens have increased their pro
Hall, Nobleboro. Mrs. Emma Blair, duction from 100 eggs per year to For All Food Preparation
and Mks. Marion Ripley are on the well over 200.
Leaders Of 4-H Clubs On
dinner committee.
The future means better care of
November 17
Appleton
the land through soil tests and the
Dr. Katheryn Briwa, Extension
Nov. 19: Appleton Farm Bureau use of lime and other chemicals
Foods Specialist from Orono, will
at Odd Fellow’s Hall, Slip Covers, necessary to high production.
In charge of Mrs. Margaret Cream- j Better marketing methods also be in Knox-Lincoln Counties on
er, Washington. Mrs. Angie Fish, will be seen in the future, so that Nov. 17 to conduct a training class
Mrs. Arlene Collins, and Mrs. Hat- products will reach the consumer for 4-H leaders in the food prepara
tion project.
Williams will serve the square in better condition.
A meal will be prepared by the
meal for health. Members will There is also the problem of
leaders under the supervision of
bring tape measure, newspaper for keeping our production high
cutting block patterns, pins, cray order that there will always be I Dr. Briwa, the menu to consist of
“Foods That Take the Place of
ons and yardsticks to measure plenty of food for everyone.
Several new bulls have been ob- Meat’
and "Uses of Frozen
chairs.
tained at the State Breeding Farm FruitsVinalhaven
A11 4"H leaders and assistant
Nov. 18: Vinalhaven Farm Bureau at Vassalboro. Lester Shibles of
at the G. A. R. Hall, Variety in Rockport recently visited the farm leaders with foods projects should
Cheese, in charge of Mrs. Frances and said they have some fine bulls. pIan to attend this most worthGilchrist. Mrs. Hazel Dyer and He was very much impressed with while meeting.
Mrs. Mora Thomas are on the din- j the new barn. Also with one of ------- -------------------------------------- —
ffg r committee. Members will pre-: their new Holstein bulls, which he
pare dinner serving various cheese said, was the largest animal he had
ever seen.
dishes.
According to D.H.I.A. records of
To avoid having woolen garments the U. S. Department of Agricul
turn stiff and hard after washing, ture, cows producing 200 pounds
add a few drops ot glycerine or a butterfat show a profit of $110
pinch of borax to the w’ash water. above feed cost. If the production

«

Briwa To Hold Class

Ill

At the meeting of Victor Grange, 1
Searsmont, Nov. 3, the annual in
stallation of officers was held.
Past master William A. Gower of
Belfast acted as installing officer
and was assisted by Mrs. Gower
as marshal, Mrs. Ora Bryant as j
pianist, Mrs. Etta Marriner as chap- j
lain, and Past Master Albert Bards- i
ley, Senior and Miss Ola Dority as j
Emblem and Regalia Bearers.
These officers were installed for
the ensuing year: Worthy Mastr,
Mrs. Josephine Aldus; Overseer,
Richard Shepard; Steward, Mau
rice Babcock: Assistant Steward,
Donald Allgrovc: Treasurer, Sam
uel Payson: Secretary, Mrs. Ethel
Butler; Gate Keeper, Raymond
Gelo; Ceres, Mrs. Eleanor MacKenzie; Pomona, Miss Esther Cushman;
Flora, Mrs. Geneva Leadbetter; '
Lady Assistant Steward, Miss Billy
Gray; member of the executive
committee for three years, Harold
Cobb.
The Lecturer-Elect and the
Chaplain-Elect were unable to be
present and will be installed later. 1
The retiring Worth Master, Ray
mond Gelo, was presented with a
Past Master's Jewel by Albert
Bardsley Sr., in behalf of the
Grange members.
A short literary program, con
sisting of music by Miss Joan Hart
of Hope, and Mrs. Ora Bryant; a
reading by Brother Bower; re
marks by both Brother and Sister
Gower, and group singing, was
rendered.
A fine lunch of homemade cake,
sandwiches, cookies pie, and coffee
was served after the meeting.

SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES

Use Of Wood Waste To improve Crops Is
Advocated By Conservation Service

PROBATE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE
^To all persons interested in either
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, in and for the County of Knox
on the eighteenth day of October,
in the year of our Lord one thou
sand rjjne hundred and forty-nine
and by adournment from day to day
from the eighteenth day of said Oc
tober. The following matters having
been presented for the action there
upon hereinafter indicated it is
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by caus ng a
jopy of this order to be published
SRree weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the Fifteenth day of November,
A. D. 1949 at ten o’clock in the fore
noon, and be heard thereon if they
see cause.
ELLA MAY MILLS, late of Saint
George, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and alved and that Letters TestamenFry issue to Jessie M. Harris, of
Saint George, she being the Execu
trix named therein, without bond.
BURGESS CRAMER late of
Union, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof asking that the
same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary
issue fo Georgia A. Cramer, of
Union, she being he Executrix
named therein, without bond.
WALLACE NEAL PAGE, late of
Camden, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
tte same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamen
tary issue to Bessie Benson Page, of
Camden, she being the Executrix
named therein without bond.
MABEL F. SHERMAN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary
issue to Chauncey Keene, of Rock
land, he being the Executor named
therein, without bond.
MELVENIA A. FOWLIE, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and PetiSBn for probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters of Admin
istration with the Will Annexed be
Issued to Beulah M. Vinal of Rock
land or some other suitable person,
with bond.
ESTATE ARVO J. KORHONEN.
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking that
Ida S. Korhonen of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Administratrix,
without
bond.
1 ESTATE BERTRAND L. MITCHlate of Appleton, deceased,
etltion for Administration asking
that Harry R. Mitchell, of Wake
field, Massachusetts, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Ad
ministrator, with bond. ,
ESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
NEY, late of Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for Administration asking
that Alfred M. Strout of Thomas
ton, or some other suitable person,
be appointed Administrator, with
bond.
.ESTATE SIDNEY R. WALSft,
Ite of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Roberta M. Walsh.
AdmiaistJ-atrix. -

By Roy Gross
ESTATE GERALD BOYNTON
Wood
is
organic matter in its
MAHAR, late of Saint George, de
ceased. First and Final account cheapest form. A. C. McIntyre,
presented for allowance by Thelma Chief of the Northeast Region For
B. Miner. Administratrix
estry Division of the Soil Conserva
ESTATE GRIGOR STAFAN. late
of Rockland, deceased. First and tion Service will tell you he lias
Final Account presented for allow seen several cases of excellent farm
ance by Georgia Stevens, Executrix
ESTATE EFFIE L. SHUMAN, late crops being grown on soils that
of Rockland, deceased First and have been heavily treated with
Final Account presented for allow- wood.
ance by Stuart C. Burgess, Admin
A portable wood-chipping ma*
istrator, d.b.n., c.t.a.
ESTATE MARY ALICE GRAY chine, newly developed at Fitchlate of Thomaston, deceased. First! bur8’ Mass ■ shows promise of helpand Final Account presented for al- i ing owners of farm woodland profit,
lowance by Mary Osgood Sprowl,1 ably dispose of the tree tops and
Executrix.
branches which clutter up their
ESTATE STUART T. AMES, late !_______________________________
of Rockland, deceased. First Ac
Notices Of Appointment
count presented for allowance by
Herbert Baum and Stuart T. Ames.
I, Willis R Vinal. Register of
Jr., Administrators.
Probate for the County of Knox in
ESTATE MABEL F. SHERMAN, the State of Maine, hereby certify
late of Rockland, deceased. First that in the following estates the
and Final Account presented for al persons were appointed Adminis
lowance by Chauncey M D. Keene.! trators, Executors, Guardians and
Conservator.
Conservators and on the dates
ESTATE WILL ELMER ROKES, hereinafter named.
of Rockport, First and Final Ac
DAVID S. LOW. late of Camden,
count presented for allowance by deceased. September 28, 1949 IrvFrank B. Rokes, Conservator. ,
ng P. Tuttle of Union was appoint
ESTATE STUART T. AMES, late ed executor and qualified by filing
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for bond on September 30 1949.
Distribution presented by Herbert
ARTHUR B. AREY. late of Vinal
Baum and Stuart T. Ames, Jr., Ad haven, deceased.
September 20,
ministrators.
1949. Harold L. Arey of Vinalha
ESTATE GRIGOR. STAFAN, late ven was appointed executor, and
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for qualified by filing bond on Septem
Distribution presented by Georgia ber 30, 1949.
Stevens, Executrix.
ALBERT W. HOOPER, late of St.
PETITION POR CHANGE OF [ George, deceased. October 18, 1949
NAME, asking that the name of Prcd E. Hooper of St. George was
Brian Lee Garey, of Matinicus, be appointed executor, without bond,
changed to Arthur Lee Garey. PreANDREW W. BOYNTON, late of
sented by Walter O. Garey, of Washington, deceased. October 18,
Matinicus.
j 1949 Lora B. Boynton of WashingESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT,! ton was appointed executrix, withlate of Rockland, deceased. Sev- ' out bond.
enth Account presented for allow
LAURA E. BROWN, late of Rock
ance by National Bank of Com land, deceased. October 18, 1949
merce of Portland, Trustee.
Ralph L. Brown of Rockland was
ESTATE RICHARD D.. ODI- appointed executor, without bond.
ORNE, late of Rockland, deceased.
ANNIE W. GREENLEAF, late
Petition for Administration asking of Melrose, Massachusetts, deceased.
that Jennie M. Oliver, of Rockland, October 18, 1949 Frederick’s. Green
or some other suitable person, be leaf of Melrose, Mass., was appoint
appointed Administratrix, without ed executor, without bond. Alfred
bond.
M. Strout of Thomaston was apESTATE MARY A. JACKSON, I pointed Agent in Maine,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition I GEORGNA ROBISHAW. also
for Administration asking that Carl ! known as GEORGIE ROBISHAW.
L. Carlson, of Rockland, or some late of Rockland, deceased. Octoother suitable person, be appointed ber 18. 1949 Harvey J. Robishaw of
Administrator, without bond.
; Rockland was appointed Executor,
LILLIAN B. BLAISDELL, late without bond,
of Rockland, deceased. Will and
STEPHEN SMITH, late cf RockPetition for Probate thereof asking | land, deceased. October 18, 1949
that the same may be proved and j Ruby L. Smith of Rockland was
allowed and that Letters Testamen- , appointed administratrix, and qualtary issue to Albert P. Blaisdell of ified by filing bond on same date.
Rockland, he being the Executor ' SARAH A. F. ZIMMERMANN,
named therein, without bond. .
late oj chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania,
ESTATE CHARLES H. YOUNG, deceased. October 18. 1949 Gerald
late of Warren, deceased. Petition , Wayne Caner of Philadelphia, Pa.,
for Administration asking that and’Kenneth Stevens Van Strum of
Chisie E. Trone of Warren, or some Santa Barbara. California were apother suitable person, be appointed pointed executors, and qualified by
Administratrix, without bond.
filing bond on same date.
Alan
ESTATE TIMOTHY T. DONLAN. L. Bird of Rockland was appointed
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti- Agent in Maine,
tion for Administration asking that
MAYBEILE COCHRAN, late ol
Camilla L. Donlan of Rockland, or New York. New York, deceased,
some other suitable person, be ap- October 18. 1949 George Cochran of
pointed Administratrix, with bond. New York, New York was appointed
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR, executor, without bond. Domenlc
fequire, Judge o'f Probate Court for P- Cuccinello of Rockland was apKnox County, Rockland, Maine.
pointed Agent in Maine.
Attest:
| Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL. Register.
WILLIS R VINAL, Register.
„ ,___ 1______
103-S-109 •
,
103-s-ioe

woods after logging, thlnhing or
pruning.
Such logging debris hindered
putting woodland back into produc
tivity and also created a fire haz
ard. Now those tree tops and
branches can be converted into
wood chips which will enrich the
soil, mulch strawberries, or perform
countless other useful functions
around the farm.
Research has disproved the old
wives’ tale that “wood makes soil
turn sour.”
The suggestion has been made
that the farmer might produce
chips from w’aste material in his
woodland and apply them directly
to his fields. It is more logical
to assume, however, that the wood
chips will find their way to the
soil by an intermediate use. There
is a continual demand for sawdust,
shavings and small chips produced

NOTICE
Until further notice while the
Vinalhaven II is under repairs,
the North Haven II will run
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday
and Friday mornings, leaving
North Haven at 8 A. M. and
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M.
and arriving at Rockland at 10.20
A. M.
Otherwise than this
change the regular time of
Schedule will be maintained.
Vinalhaven Port District.
105-109

a

Poison bait, placed in runs and
around the trees will help to des
troy them. Information on mater
ials to use can be obtained from
the Cunty Agent's Office, Rockland.

2±<L

M

1

About The County
Orchardists should check their
trees for mice, for at this time they
are beginning to come in from the
fields to make their nests in the or
chard.

According to the October month
ly letter on Economic Facts, pub
lished by the Extension Service,
Orono, poultry return to Maine
farms ranks second to potatoes
with an annual return of 30 million
dollars. Oairv products rank next
with 29 million.
The Farm Bureau membership
has reached a total of 1095 mem
bers. which is nearly up to the rec
ord set in the county last year.
Several towns have already reached
their goal.

-Photo oy (h' 'ten

During December Lewis Bissell,
the new- forestry specialist, will be
in the county to make calls on men
interested in forestry work. He
will work with County Agent R. C.
Wentworth. Anyone desiring help
on woodlot problems should con
tact County Agent Wentworth.

Toni, Marie and Joan Santomango of South Liberty look over a wingless cockerel at Union Thurs
The Knox-Lincoln Dairy Herd
day. They agreed that he differed a lot from the birds on the farm of their father, Michael Santomango
who has an 11,000 bird flock.
Improvement Supervisor, Floyd Ed
Olean, N. Y.
giving ten percent more white meat monds, has completed two months
Poultry Oddities Claimed To of Bauman
is said to have expended than birds with wings aid that his testing. His October report shows
Be Market Birds Of the
$15,000 in the development of the firm expects to develop the birds to that there are twenty-two herds on
Future
breed and now has a flock of 2400.
the point where 40 percent more test.
Further development will be made white meat can be expected than in
Two rooms were done over and
Four wingless chickens, which fol
213 articles made by the 68 boys
low the Leghorn line, were on ex-x by Bauman and the Dailey Mills Present daV market birds,
The four birds, two cockerels and and girls enrolled in the 4-H Home
hibition at the Union plant of Hill, before the strain is placed in the
1 two plllets are named Duke. Duch- Improvement project.
Blue rib
crest Poultry Co. in Union Thurs commercial breeding markets.
The Dailey representative. Fl ank ess, Does and Doesn’t. The 20 weeks' bons were won in this project by
day afternoon and drew a number
of interested poultrymen from all Maxwell of Olean, explains that the old birds have traveled 32,009 miles Sadie E. Gammon of Warren, Wal
wingless birds have a soft breast hi a special beach wagon, and by ter Lind of Appleton, Kenneth
over the section.
The birds, at the moment very meat as there are no wings to de- plane, in the past 12 weeks, being Bartlett of Union, Edith Hunt, of
definitely a curiosity in the poultry velop breast muscles and harden shown to aver 300,000 persons all Thomaston, Joseph Russell, Whitebusiness, have been developed over the meat. He also explains that’ over the Eastern poultry areas,
field, Stephen Norwood, Hope, John
a 12 year period by Peter Bauman dressing time would be cut consid-! The birds will be on display at Davis, Southport, and Herbert
of Des Boines, Iowa, and are being erably by the absence of wings.
j the University of Maine College of Martin of Warren
displayed by the Dailey Mills, Inc.,
Maxwell said that the strain is Agriculture today.
Three hundred sixty-five bushels
of potatoes were raised by eight 4-H
boys and girls on 2% acres of land.
These potatoes were valued at
$781.50.
Donald Reed, Frank Mank
At Damariscotta Monday
and Mervyn Mank of North AppleDrew From All Over
ton; Oscar Upham of Union; Avis
Knox-Lincoln
Gammon. Arnold Hill, and Herbert
Mrs. Ella Lane, leader of the Martin of Warren; and Gerald An
Merry Maids 4-H Club of South derson of Cushing, were the 4-H
members who raised potatoes this
Bristol, won the highest score in
year.
the recreation program held at the
In the 4-H poultry project 2,303
The University of Maine’s 43d an mittee:
Chairman, Maurice D. Baptist Church vestry in Damaris laying hens were kept by 4-H
nual Farm and Home Week will be Jones, professor agricultural eco cotta Monday night. Mrs. Theresa members and the total value of
held April 3 to 6, 1950, Arthur L. nomics and farm management; Fogg leader of the Aina Goal Seek- hens and products was $9768.92.
Clarence A. Day, Extension Editor;: ers was second highest scorer.
Deering,- Dean of Agriculture, an
Those participating were: David
Howard C. Dickey, head, Depart-! Mrs. Hazel Gammon. County 4-H
nounced today. More than 20 ment of Animal Industry; Fred Project Leader, took up 4-H prob- Hodgdon of Birch Point, Wiscasset;
State-wide agricultural and other Griffee, director, Maine Agricultural lems with the group and Frank Irving Lufkin, Jr., East Warren;
organizations will co-operate in pre Experiment Station; Winthrop C. i Flagg, leader of Jeffersonian Farm- Rave Colburn of East Warren:
Dennis Young of Cushing; and
paring an outstanding program Libby, head. Department of Agrino-' ers taught one new group game.
which will cover all phases of rural my; George E. Lord, assistant di
Others attending were:
Mrs. Orline Fogg of Aina.
activity. More than 4500 persons' rector, Maine Agicultural Extension Frank Carleton, Aina; Mrs. Doris
registered during the Farm and Service; Fred P. Loring, assistant Souviney, leader of Eastern River
Home Week programs last Spring. to the Dean of College of Agricul- Girls of Dresden Mills; Mrs. EleaMaine Extension Service Bulletin
Dean Deering also named the fol. ture; Miss Estelle Nason, home nor Perry, assistant leader of Powlowing Farm and Home Week com- demonstration agent leader, Agri nalboro 4-H Club of West Dresden: 345, “The Conifers of Maine.” has
cultural Extension Service; Philip Mrs. Ida May Hunt and Mrs. Ethel been reprinted. Maine residents
from mill waste. The farmer needs S. Parsons, Extension farm man Campbell, leader of a new boys may obtain single copies free from
county agents or by writing the
such material in his dairy barn, his agement specialist; and Miss Louise club in Jefferson.
Agricultural Extension Service, Uni.
poultry house and for mulching.
A. Stedman, head, Department of
Rev. Harold Woodbury and Mrs.
The use of wood as a mulch is Home Economics, College of Agri Woodbury of Southern Settlers of versity of Maine, Orono. Written
by Professor Fay Hyland of the Uni
not new. James Chadbourne of culture.
South Bristol: Mr. and Mrs. Philip versity of Maine botany department,
Prof.
Jones
has
headed
the
Farm
North Bridgton has been using saw
Chaney of Happy Workers, North
dust for 30 years. More uniform and Home Week Committee for Edgecomb: Mrs. Kathleen Hunt, the bulletin illustrates and describes
soil temperatures, better retention about 20 years. During that time leader of Thomaston Tip Top 4-H the 16 kinds of evergreens that
of soil moisture and reduced cost he has seen the annual attendance Club: also Edith Hunt and Marita grow wild in Maine The bulletin
also tells where they are found;
increase from about 900 to last
of weed control has resulted.
Butler, assistant leaders of the Tip for what they are used, and gives
Wood chips or organic matter, as spring's record of 4505.
Top Girls and Roger Hunt.
other information.
it breaks down after having been
Refreshments
of
sandwiches,
Subscribe
to
The
Courier-Gazette
applied to the soil, produces humus.
Eire expects to sell to Israel in
doughnuts cookies, cheese coffee,
A high humus content is one of
candy and nuts were served after creased supplies of cattle kosher
the essentials of good crop soils.
msat in 1950.
the evening's program.
It is also one of the best aids in
VOIH THt
OPPORTUNITY'
the control of soil erosion by water
Charter No. 1142.
Reserve District No. 1.
DRIVE
or wind.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION

MAINE FARM AND HOME WEEK I

4 H Lea*LersPart>'

To Be Held At the University Of Maine April
3rd to 6th; 4500 Registered In the
1948 Session

Conifers Bulletin

-OF THE—

THOMASTON
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HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P
H
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THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
55-S-tf

PHILCO
What is quite so impressive as your own
name imprinted on the holiday greeting
cards you send? Practical too, for you
can whisk out cards iij half the time.
Come in NOW and place your order, while
a complete selection of styles is avail
able, and prompt delivery is assured.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
PRINTING DEPARTMENT

ASSETS
Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance, and
cash Items In process of collection ......................................... •’.............................
$338,609
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed ...... 1.892.700
Obligations of States and political subdivisions
.........................................
138.975
Other bonds, notes and debentures .....................................................................
58.155
Corporate stocks (Including $6000 00 stock
of
Federal
Reserve
bank)
............................................................................................... ................................................
6,000
Loans and discounts (including $294 72 overdrafts! ......................................
555.710
Bank premises owned $7000.00, furniture and fixtures $8921.10 .......
15.921

CATARRH
SUFFERERS

FIND CURB FOR MISCRY DUE TO NASAL
CONGESTION. SUPPLY RUSHED HIRE!

Relief at 1a6t from torture of sinus,
eatarrh, and hay fever due to nasal conges
tion is seen today in reports of success with
s formula which has the power lo reduce
nasal congestion. Men and women with
agonizing sinus h^daches, clogged nostrils,
earache, hawking and sneezing misery tell
of blessed relief after using it. KLORONOL
eosts $3.00, but considering result!, this is
not expensive, amounts to only pennies per 1
dose. KLORONOL (caution, use only as
directed) sold with money-back guarantee by

Goodnow’s Pharmacy, Main and
Park Streets,
MaU Orders Filled

18
00
00
12

00
95
10

$3,056,071 35

Total Assets

LIABILITIES
Demand deposits of Individuals, partnerships and corporations .... $839,124 59
Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships, and corporations ......... 1.883.816 02
Deposits
United States Government (Including postal savlngsl
2.908 71
Deposits of States and political subdl visions ................................................
29.399 71
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc.) ..................... .
6.00
Total Deposits ...................................................... .
$2.755355 03
Other Liabilities ................................... ........................................... -......................................
92 92

of

Total

Liabilities

.............................................. .................................................................$2,755,347 95

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital Stock:
Common stock,

total

par

$100,000 00

.....................................................

Surplus ....................................... -...... —.............................. -.........
Undivided

SINUS

BANK

OF THOMASTON
In the State of Maine at the Close of business on November 1. 1949.
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of the Currency,
under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.

PHILCO
»

NATIONAL

profits

Total Capital
Total

......................................................... ...... —......... -.................. —--------

Accounts

Liabilities

and

......... ........... ............................... —............. ..................

Capital

Accounts

...............................................

122*222 22

100.000 *00
“
100.723 40

300 723 40
$3,056,071 35

MCMOR ANDUM
Assets pledged or assigned to secure liabilities and for other pur
poses
4.000 00
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
I. Harold F. Dana, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
the above statement ls true to the best ot my knowledge and belief

HAROLD F

DANA. Cashier.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day of November, 1949.

[Seal]
Albert B. Elliot. Notary Public.
My commission expires April 6. 1951.
Correct—Attest:

fUSlt

,

__ _

L. F JEALOUS.
R. W. WALSH.
W U VINAL,

Dtraotora.
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News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may

be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

Weymouth Grange met last Mon Shields and John Shields of Chel
day night and conferred the first sea. Mass., Oct. 29, at the Univer
and second degrees on Feme Harri salist parsonage, Rockland, by Rev.
man, Arlene Harriman and Gladys John Smith Lowe. D D.. at Rock
Cushman. The third and fourth land. A double ring creemony wa
degrees will be confered Monday performed. The bride wore a royal
night Nov. 14. and a harvest sup blue street length dress with black
' accessories, with corsage of talisman
per will follow the meeting.
roses. Her attendant, Mrs Char
Jackie Wood is a patient at the
lotte Harlow, wore a green gabar
Thayer Hospital. Waterville
dine suit with black accessories and
Mrs. Sadie Spear has returned
corsage of yellow carnations. The
home from a few days' visit with
best man was George Harlow Aft.
Miss Myrtle Haskell, Camden.
ed a wedding dinner at the Rock
The annual fair to benefit the
land Hotel the couple left for a
Eastern Star Circle Tuesday at 2.30 week's trip through Massachusetts.
p. m. with public supper at 6.30.
On their return they will reside at
The American Legion Auxiliary
12 Meadow road.
will meet Friday night, Nov 18 Mrs
t hurcli News
Everett Noble will give special
Mass will be celebrated at St.
teaching of how to roll bandages
James Catholic Church Sunday at
for cancer.
Wednesday night at 7 o'clock at 9 a. m
Services at St John's Episcopal
the Baptist Church vestry a meet
ing will be held to vote upon candi Church Sunday morning at 8
o'clock.
dates for the new pastor.
Sunday school at 9 45 a tn at the
Mrs. Harriet Buzynski entertained
Rev Theodore
members of the Farm Bureau Wed Baptist Church.
Swetnam
of
Eeceriy.
N. J . will
nesday at an all-day session, with
16 members present. After dinner speak at the morning and evening
the meeting was held. The sub services. Wednesday evening at 7
ject, "Christmas Gifts To Buy Or o'clock a meeting to vote upon the
Make.' Mrs. Carolyn Whitten will candidates for a new pastor Ladies'
entertain the members Dec. 9 This Circle and fair Wednesday after
noon at 2 oclock followed by a 6
will be a planning meeting.
Thursday night
The Friendly Circle will meet o’clock supper
n
’
ght
Mrs
Carl
R
Gray will be the
Wednesday night at 7 30 with Mrs.
Josephine Stone and Mrs. Margaret leader
Sunday school at 9.45 a. m. al
Stone instead of Tuesday night
A meeting of the Third District the Federated Church; morning
Council, American Legion Auxili service at 11 o'clock, the subject,
ary, will be held at Legion hall at “Abounding More and More." An
Union, Tuesday night at 8 o’clock. them. Angels of Jesus, by Binson.
Take candy bars fcr Togus and re The floral offering will b e received
at this service; at " p nt. two stripfreshments
The Beta Alpha Club will meet films illustratin.' the Mission of the
Monday night with Mrs Carl Gray church will be shown, tilled "The
Two-strip films illustrating the Time Is Now At Our Church
mission ot the church, will be shown World Model.' Friendly Circle meets
Sunday night at 7 u'clock at the Wednesday at 7 39 with Mrs Jose
phine Stone and Mrs. Margaret
Federated Church
Stone instead of on Tuesday night,
Shields-Fuller
the usual night.
Mrs. Elvie Fuller, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Owen Chaples of Clark's
Beano, benefit Warren Fire Dept.
Island, became the bride of William Wednesday Nov. 16. at 7.30 p. m
Shields, son of the late Margaret at Glover Hall. Warren.
109-lt

FROM MEMORY’S REALM
(Continued from Page One)
Clark, grocer, $3000; George P
Cleveland
short
manufactory.
$2000; Mrs. A. L. Worthing, milli
nery. $1200.
G. T. Hcdgman and Eurd & Hos
mer's block. $7303; upper floor oc
cupied by Western Union and C. E.
Adams; Sylvester Arau's building,
occupied below by Mr. .Arau for
barber shop and above by Dr.
B. D. E. Huse. Building worth
$30000 .
H. L. Alden's building, occupied
below by J. B. Williamson, jeweler,
and above by J. H. & C. O. Mont
gomery lawyers. Building worth
$2500. Mr. Williamson saved a por
tion of his stock Messrs. Mont
gomery saved nearly all their
books and estimate their loss at
$1000.
North of Cleveland block, be
tween it and the river, the Cam
den Grist Mill Co. had its mill and
a store building occupied by D. A
Campbell, market. Above the store
Mrs. Mary Tyler lived. The Grist
Mill Co.'s property and stock was
valued at $8000. Mrs. Tyler lost
everything.
E. E. Fletcher’s building, occu
pied by E. E. Boynton, drug store
below and residence above. Fol
lansbee & Co. dry goods, and F. M.
Clark, tin and crockery ware.
Building occupied by Fred Lewis,
news dealer, and Colson & Staples,
milliners F E. Russell's building
and stock, dry goods. Huse block,
occupied by F. J. Wiiey, tailor, be
low and Robert Henderson, dwell
ing. H. H. Cleveland block occu
pied below by W. V. Farnsworth &
Co., grocers. , Mrs. E. E. Smiley,
milliner, occupied the second floor;
also C. F. Miller, boots and shoes.
The third floor was occupied by
Frank Smiley, billiard hall. The
fourth story was used by the Good
Templars and Monument Associa
tion.
Adams Block, occupied by A. F.
Cox & Son, boots and shoes second
floor. Miller & Bisbee, dentists. E.
H. Young, small building for Jew
elry store. F. J. Higgins, dwelling
and furniture. Three buildings be
longing to Knight estate one occu
pied by S. D. .Sandford & Son,
painters. In the Higgins building
was the office of the Accident &
Mortuary Bureau, which lost its
furnishings.
Ness building part occupied by
Clifford & Heal, blacksmiths, and
paint shop above. Building be
longing to T. R. Simonton, occu
pied upstairs as tenement and be
low by W. E. Schwartz, builder.
Small stable, carriage house, W. G.
Alden, and the old grist mill, owned
by W. G. and H. L. Alden, occupied
by Philip Thomas, blacksmith.
Johnson-Knight brick block, oc
cupied by Rose Bros., druggists; the’

post cffice; Singhi & Hunt, clothiers;
Shaw & Ritterbush; J. B Swan,
undertaker. The second story was
occupied by the Business Men's
Association. Mrs. Patience Hosmer
and Jcsiah Hobbs, tenements; M.
T. Crawford, lawyer, and Loan &
Building Associaticn: Dr. Pierson.
Dr. Hart and G H. Talbot, insur
ance. The third story was occu
pied by the Masons and Odd Fel
lows.
Perry
building,
unoccupied.
Carleton. Norwood & Co., building,
occupied by Carleton, Pascal & Co.,
C. W.Messer. barber, overhead: and
George S. Cobb Post, G. A. R.;
Curtis building, occupied by J H
Curtis & Sens, hardware; R. B.
Bucklin, tailor. J. M. Williams
building, occupied by J. B Long,
market; upper story occupied by
Dr. J. K. Hooper. Pillsbury build
ing. property of Capt. Thomas R.
Pillsbury of Rockland, occupied by
J. H. Gould, car station, restau
rant.
George Houston occupied
second story for billiard hall. Mr.
Houston lived in the upper part of
the Simcnton building Mechanic
street, and lost his furniture.
Simonton & Gill grocers. Mrs.
Norton kepi a boarding house over
the store.
House belonging to Ogier heirs,
occupied by W. V Lane. Metho
dist Church and vestry; Engine
House, Megunticook Hall, in base
ment of which was G. N. Crane’s
upholsiery shop. Dr. W. A. Albee's
brick residence. Dr. Samuel Tib
betts’ residence.
Allen Spear's
blacksmith shop. Tenement house.
Johnson Knight.
The total loss was about $325,020.
To Camden’s shocked citizens it
seemed almost like a death blow :o
the town.
But they reckoned
without the courage of the men
who had been responsible for
Camden's property, and nobody
could visualize that the catastrophe
was to become a blessing.
The answer is seen today in a
business section which lias few
equals in the State of Maine.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

at 9.45. The Youth Fellowship
meets at 6.00 p. m. with William
McLoon, 111 Beech St.
• • • •
MRS. OSCAR LANE
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo
Correspondent
rial Baptist Church. Rev. John A.
Telephone 85
At St. Bernard's Catholic church Fellowship will meet at the church Barker will speak at 10.30 on the
Masses on Sunday are at 8 and 11 at 3 p. m. with Mrs. Carol Jillson
subject “God’s Place In Men’s Mrs. Selma Anderson went Fri
o’clock. Benediction of the Most as counselor. The Young Adult
Blessed Sacrament at 3.30. Daily Group will meet at the home of Lives." Special music by the choir. day to New York to spend Thanks
mass is at 7.15. At St. James Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Gregory Sunday school follows at 11.45, with giving with her sons, Carl and
Church in Thomaston, mass Sun at 7.30 p. m„ for a study class. The classes for all ages. The B. Y. F. Kenneth Anderson.
days is at 9 o'clock, and at Our Boy Scouts will meet Monday at 6 meets in the vestry at 6 o’clock. At L. W. Sanborn and grandson,
Lady of Good Hope Church in p. m. The Prayer Meeting will be 7.15 the Happy Hour opens with a Paul Hopkins are in Waterville for
Camden at 9.30.
held Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. There time or hymnspiratlon. Mr. Barker a few days, guests of Dr. and Mrs.
• • • •
will
be all-day sewing for the fair 1 will speak on “God’s Plan of the Herbert Sanborn.
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
at
the
parsonage on Wednesday. Ages," this is the second in the se
Mrs. Erdine Chilles has returned
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
The
Kola
Club (Young Adult ries of sermons on Daniel. Special for a few days’ visit in Rockland.
services will be: Holy Communion
music will include selections by the
at St. John's, Thomaston, at 8 a. Group* will meet at the church Young People's Choir, the Quartet Roy Guptill and Dick Harmon of
Thursday
for
supper.
Brunswick and Superintendent ef
m., Parish Mass and sermon at
and a Trio The Farnham Class Schools Carl Wiggin of Union have
• • • •
9 30
The annual "Ninety and Nine” meets in the vestry Monday night at been guests at “The Millers” this
....
At the Congregational Church, chorus evening is to be held at the 7.30. Mid-wek prayer and praise week.
Mrs. Allie Lane left Friday for
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor, First Baptist Church Sunday eve service Tuesday night at 7.30, The
Ladies’ Aid meets with Mrs. Kath
Do We Have a Message?” will be, ning at 7.15. A chorus choir com
Falmouth Foreside to spend " the
erine Gregory, North Main street,
Winter months with her sister and
the pastor’s topic at the 10.45 wor posed of 50 men and 49 women
Wednesday night at 7.30.
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
ship service. Church school classes will sing as one of their numbers,
"The
for those in third grade and over Sankey’s immortal song,
Sunday at the First Baptist Smith. Mrs. Emma Winslow will
at 9.45 with classes for younger Ninety and Nine.” This choir will Church “The Heart of Compassion"
! ones at 10.30. Comrades of the be banked across the whole front will be the subject of the sermon "The D. D. Degree” will be the sub
Way meet on Sunday evening at > of the church and will sing a num by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald in ject of Mr. MacDonalds message.
6.30. Appointments for the week J ber of selections. One feature will the 10.30 service.
The prayer The prayer and praise meeting will
include: Boy Scout Troop 206 on be the selection of someone from groups will meet at 10.15 and the be held on Tuesday at 7.30.
• • • •
Monday at 7 in the church; Pri thc audience to make the number nursery will be open for the care
PURE IN HEART
mary Staff at the parsonage at 7.30 one hundred, then the choir will of small children. The Church
j on Tuesday; preparation of the sing the tune, “The Old Hun School, which meets at noon, will Blest are the pure in heart,
For they shall see our God;
booths for the Fair on Wednesday dredth.” A short reading, "Poor be in the third week of the In
The secret of the Lord is theirs.
evening; and the annual church Lil' Brack Shep,’ will be given by crease Your Attendance Contest, Their soul is Christ’s abode.
Fair on Thursday afternoon. Sun Mrs. MacDonald. The subject of and the emphasis this Sunday will He to the lowly soul
day, Nov. 20, will be donation day. Mr. MacDonald’s sermon will be, be on every church member attend
Doth still Himself impart;
• • • •
"The D. D. Degree.” Tlie public is
ing Sunday School. Janice Stan And for His dwelling, His throne.
"Mortals and Immortals" is the cordially invited to this service.
Chooseth the pure in heart.
ley will be the leader of the Am
• e • •
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
Lord,
we Thy presence seek;
will be read in all Churches of Services will continue next week bassadors for Christ meeting at 6.
May ours this blessing be;
In
the
7.15
service
a
special
chorus
at
the
Rockport
Full
Gospel
Church
Christ, Scientist, on Nov. 13. The
Give us a pure and lowly heart,
A temple meet for Thee.
Golden Text i.s; 'They which are at 7 p. m. every night except Sat of 99 voices will sing Sankey’s
—John Keble, 1819.
the children of the flesh, these are urday which will be reserved for a hymn, "The Ninety and Nine.”
not the children of God" (Romans street meeting at 7 p. m. at the
Camden Village Green. These ser
9: 8).
« • • •
vices will Inclde th capable min
At Pratt Memorial Methodist istry of Evangelist Kathleen Bel
“MAN AT PEACE. DO NOT DISTURB”
Church the Sunday morning ser knap of Oregon.
Mr. Rockland relaxes with pleasure to read
vice of worship will be held at 10.30
ee ee
At the Universalist Church thc
a. m. Rev. Allred G. Hempstead,
the home town news in
pastor, will preach on the subject, hour for morning worship is 11
o
’
clock
with
the
kindergarten
de

“Our Faith in God." Junior mem
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
bers in the congregation will go to partment for children of pre-school
their classes at the close of the age meeting at the same hour. The
T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
worship service. In the Church | subject of Dr. Lowe’s sermon will
SUBSCRIPTION
RATE, $5 YEAR.
School the Beginners and Juniors, be “The Limitations and Accom
55-aw
meet at 11 o’clock; the Youth and' plishments of Love.” The Church
Adults meet at 11.30. The Youth School for all older classes meets

substitute as reporter for the Vi- (
nalhaven column in The Courier- .
Gazette.
Mrs. Josephine Clayter was host
ess to the “Night Hawk" Club Wed
nesday evening at her home. A soial evening was enjoyed and lunch
served.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf, Mr.^
Corinne Hughes and children, who
have been at their home on At
lantic avenue, returned Thursday
to Rockland.
Mrs. Clarence Bennett enter
tained the “Knit-Wit” Club Thurs
day night at her home. Lunch was
served.
Charles Doughty visited relatives
in Boothbay the past week.
Schools were closed Thursday as
the teachers attended County Con-Jj
vention in Rockland.
At the regular meeting of Moses
Webster Lodge, F. & A. M„ Tuesday
Tuesday night these officers were
elected: W. M., Andrew Gilchrist;
S. W., Howard McFarland; J. W.,
Ernest Conway; treasurer, Ambrose
Peterson; secretary, Charles Bo
man; S. D., Carl Williams; J. D„
Richard Williams; finance com
mittee, Andrew Gilchrist, Howard
McFarland, Ernest Conway; trufe
tees for three years, Andrew gii4
Christ, Carl Williams, Orrin V.
Drew.
Captain and Mrs. Job Cunning
ham of Nova Scotia have been
guests the past week of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.

VINALHAVEN

HYMNS

II.
I am writing this article con
cerning Frederick William Fa
ber, a Roman Catholic. He was
born in Yorkshire in 1814. After
his graduation from Baliol Colege, he became an Episcopal or
Church of Engand rector.
He changed his faith aud be
came a Ruman Catholic priest.
It was his ambition to do for the
Catholic Church what Watts and
Wesley did for the non-conform
ists and what Heber did for the
Church of England.

Tiie Reman Catholic Church,
however, despite his efforts,
never became a hymn singing
church. One of my favorite
hymns i.s his “There’s a Widere s in God's Mercy:’’
,
There's a wideness in God’s
mercy
Like the wideness of the sea.
There's a kindness n His justice
Which is more than liberty.
For tlie love of God is broader
Than the measure of man's
mind;
Anti the heart cf the eternal
Is most wonderfully kind.
He wrote more than 84 hymns,
most of which are used in the
Protestant
Churches:
Hark,
Hark, my Soul; O Paradise;
Faith of Our Fathers. A great
Catholic Christian, he got more
out of English than any other
hymn writer.
He hied
while still a young
man 49 years of age—-a great
writer and a great poet.

William A. Holman.

WALDOBORO
MRS. ISABEL LABE

Correspondent
Telephone 78
Mrs. Sumner Patte of Belfast,
director of District 9. was guest
speaker Tuesday at the Woman’s
Club. Hostesses were Mrs. Maude
C. Gay, Miss Myrtle Reever, Mrs.
Alice Stenger and Mrs. Ruby Miller.
A daughter was born Oct. 30 at
the Maine General ospital, Port
land to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wal
lace.
Mrs. Isabel Osier attended a
Wednesday meeting of District 9,
at which the Federation Officers
were present at the Camden Wom
an’s Club.
Mrs. Oliver Wood and Miss Ann
Wood of Boston are at their home.
Medomak Terrace.
Mrs. Nellie Cloutier visited rela
tives Monday in Portland.
Miss Jean Gras. R. N., of Port
land was guest Sunday of her
grandmother. Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon.
A daughter, Joan Claire, was
born Nov. 3 to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
Servell, at the Maine General Hos
pital, Portland,
Mrs. Velma Scott went Sunday to
Needham, Mass., where she will
visit Mr. and Mrs. Val Ringer.
Jack Mils left Tuesday for St.
Petersburg, Fla., where he has em
ployment.
Miss Blanche Cook of Portland
was wek-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Riley.
Miss Gloria Monahan and Miss
Delores Kelley have gone to St.
Petersburg. Fla., where they have
empluoyment for the Winter.
A son was born Nov. 2 at Carls
bad. Calif to Mr. and Mrs. Neil
Mills.
Miss Ruth Waltz left Tuesday for
San Antonio, Texas where she will
take basic training at the Lackland
Air Force Base.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Silloway
of Witham, Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Chute of Dutch Neck
recently called on friends in town.
At the meeting Tuesday of the
Woman’s Club the speaker will be
Mrs. Marie Preston of the Hyde
Memorial Home, the hostesses, Mrs.
Rose Weston, Mrs Helen Perry and
Mrs. Cora Waltz.

••e•
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U. S. Army
CHOO S E
TINT

THIS

PROFESSION

NO*1

X \

Longer, Heavier, with
Wider Tread

*• WyliUi

Fisher Body Styling
and Luxury

O» Um Sport Coip*

the big car in the low-price field,
with all the advantages of more
riding-comfort, road-steadiness
and safety.

with smooth, graceful curvet,
new interior richness and such
extra luxuries as Push-Button
Door Handles.

Only one low-priced car
XX <
Center-Point
Steering

with control centered between
the front wheels for maximum
driving-ease with minimum
driver fatigue.

brings you all these

EXTRA VALUES

Fisher Unisteel Body
Construction
with steel welded to steel above,
below and all around you for
the highest degree of solidity,
quietness and safety.

u

World’s Champion
Valve-in-Head Engine

CHEVROLET

the extra efficient power plant
with the valve-in-head design
that's setting the trend for the
automotive industry.

5-Inch Wide-Base Rims,
plus Low-Pressure Tires

the widest rims in the low-price
field—plus extra low-pressure
tires —for greater stability and
riding-comfort.

... and it's the
LOWEST PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD!

COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Return-address Your
Packages Quickly,

Legibly and Correctly

and traditionally worth more
when you trade; for Chevrolet
is America’s most wanted motor

supplying all that extra vision
which means extra safety in
driving with a fuller, freer view
all about you.

car—new or used!

with a

Certi-Safe
Hydraulic Brakes

more outstanding than ever be
fore with new Dubl-Life Rivet
less brake linings that last up
to twice as long.

RUBBER STAMP

Sidney L Cuilen

On Order at.

PEASLEE & ROSS

TEL. 907 or 770

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

VINALHAVEN, MAINE

B7*tf

Extra Economical
to Own and Operate

Curved Windshield with
Panoramic Visibility

49-aw-tf

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION. MAINE
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Tuesday-Thursday-SaturdaV

Social Matters

YARA, GODDESS OF RIVERS

lissions: Mrs. Alice Philbrick,
Admissions:
Dark Harbor, and Richard Johan
son, Rockville.

Brazilian Star Opens the Community Concert
Series Here Tuesday Night

- KCQH-

Discharges Mrs. Geraldine Miller
and baby boy; Mrs. Alice Bicknell

The Lyric Muse

Mrs. Corona Richards of Augusta
recently visited at the home of Mr.
at
and Mrs. Samuel Payson.
Mr.s. Earl Ness and Mrs. Norman
Cottrell, both of Belfast, were re
cent caller, on Miss Belle Lcwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Sr.,
and Raymond Gelo attended Waido
Poems of original composition
Pomona, which met Nov. 1 with
bv subscribe: s Owing to space
Grand View Grange in Northport.
'imitation, brevity is requested
•o insure a greater variety of
Mr. Gelo was elected gatekeeper.
contributions
Mis. Jenn.e Caswell Mrs. Har
riet Knight. Leo Bean, and Mr. and
OUR ALL IN ALL
Mrs. Russell Knight were business
The sea means happiness to us
visitors Nov. 2. in Bangor.
Who love ihe waves and short
Capt and Mrs. Charles Welch of
But yet in Heaven we are told
Machiaspori visited their son-inThe Sea shall be no mere.
law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Nc temp's where we worship Got
Packard the past week.
Find inspiration here
By men or angels shall be seen
Mr. .and Mrs. Aloert Bardsley. Jr.
In that Celestial Sphere.
Mr and Mrs. Harvard E Bick- and son Billy .spent the week-end
f,rd of 11 Washington street, Rock with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
That city needs no sun <.r moth
No stars to give their liah' ‘
land, announce the engagement of bert Bardsley, Sr.
To saints who dwell in mansion their daughter, Ina A Bickford, to
there
Charles H. Pirth, Jr., of 8 Autumn z
Where there is no mere night.
1
street. Rockland.
And none .‘hall live in mat. a
Miss Bickford is a graduate of
bond
Rockland High School class of '49.
With husband or with wife
But as the angels all shall be
and is currently employed for the
In Resurrection life.
State at the Division of Veterans
Yet we are promised perfect joy
Affairs office at Rockland.
In Heaven our Home above.
Mr. Firth also attended Rock
For God will be our All in All
land High School, and is a veteran
Our Father, perfect Love.
of the U. S. Navy.
Allison M. Watts,
No definite date has been set for
St. Johnsbury Vt.
the wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Rollins are
The We and Us Club met at the
Miss Joan Thurston, daughter of
sjMpiding the week-end with her home of Mrs. Marion Goss WedMr. and Mrs. Russell W. Thurston
slster, Mrs. W. L. Adams in Solon, n sday night for an evening of
of Spruce street, Rockport, was a
-----| sewing and refreshments. These
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Chis-1 officers were elected: President, member of the cast of the tradi
holm recently spent a week in New Mrs Ruth wiggin; secretary, Mrs. tional Junior Show, presented last
York visiting their son. Raymond, velzora Plourde: Treasurer, Mrs. night b.v the class of 1951 at
College.
Miss
who is a Senior at Fordham Col- Marion Goss. The next meeting I Mountx Holyoke
, ,
lege. He was recently awarded wll, be with Mrs. Richard Thomas Thurston had a dancin* role ln the
show which was entitled 'Duel in
first honors in his class for schol in Camden.
the Gulch." The musical farce
astic work in his Junior year. Mr.
The Rockland Garden Club will was a satire of the wild-west en
and Mrs. Chisholm spent the week
seeing the sights of New York and meet Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 in tertainment of the turn of the cen
tended the Army-Fordham game i he auditorium of the Farnsworth tury, with lyrics, music, script, and
T West Point with their son. Mr.s Memorial. Mrs. Harriet Frost will staging done entirely by members
Margaret Chisholm accompanied review the book 'Pleasant Valley" of the class.
Mr. and Mrs. Chisholm as far as by Lculs Brcmfield. Mrs. Charles
A double role surprise party was
Cambridge, Mass., where she visited Smalley will show colored pictures. given Thursday night when Miss
for the week.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Kay Mullen gave a surprise stork
shower at her Masonic street home
The Chapin Class will meet Tues Tuesday night preceded by a 6.15
for Mr.s. Edward Shaw only to have
supper
with
Mrs.
Blanche
Fales
in
day night with Miss Gladys
charge of the kitchen and Mr.s. the tables neatly turned on her
Blethen, Holmes street.
Mildred Teel the dining room. when the arriving guests bearing
Mrs. E. S. Thomas of Pine Castle. 1 Members not solicite dare asked to gifts greeted her with “Happy
Birthday, Kay." Mrs. Shaw, in
Fa., after spending the Summer j furnish sweets.
turn completely surprised, was pre
in^Ltaine, visiting her sisters, Mrs.
~
W
,
Mi and Mrs. Ix“rov Chatto, Mr. sented a set of baby scales . A so
Jin?a Smith of Bucksport Mrs.
Mrs. ,
— Mrs. Winfield Chatto and cial evening followed with prizes at
Charles Bowen. Isle au Haut, Mrs.
daughter Caroline, Mrs. Leona games being won by Miss Eva
Sabin Cummins of Rockport Mrs.
Flint, Mr. and Mrs. Raph U. Clark Marie Jones and Miss Virginia
Elizabeth Vinal of Clark Island and
and Capt. and Mr.s. John A. Stevens Smith. Delicious refreshments in
Mrs. Ada Prescott, 70 Willow street.
THE HUNTERS
were all day guests of Mr. and cluding birthday cake were served,
|Rockland, is returning home by
Two hunters wem out after deer
Mr.s. Vaughn Hathaway in Booth crepe paper baby bootees being used
Jreyhound bus after a very enjoyOn a eold November day.
bay Harbor yesterday.
as favors. Other guests were Mrs.
The feel of snow was in the air
ible stay.
*
The sky was dull and gray.
Yara Bernette, Pianist
Mr.s. Russell Hewett, the former Florence Bickford and Mrs. Alice
There will be no meeting of the Marion Ludwick of Rockland, was Robbins of Rockland and Mrs.
In addition to a keyboard talent American conductors, and in radio j You take this path, and I'll taki
N. Club during the month of given a surprise stork shower Wed Mary Ann Berry of Portland. Mrs. !
that,
throughout Latin I Said Jim to his friend Jack.
which ‘sets the piano and her performances
gember.
Marguerite
Billings,
Mr.s.
Elizabeth
nesday night by a large group of
audience ablaze" (a New York America,
Yara
Bernette
had "We ll go up on the mountain side
friends in Topsham, present home Hiligrove and Mrs. Madeline Shaw
And i hen we ll circle back."
Mrs. Maurice Ames who has been
achieved
a
reputation
of
10
years'
were unable to attend but sent World-Telegram comment), Yara
of the Hewetts.
All afternoon they hunted
,he guest of Capt. and Mr.s. Ralph
gifts.
Bernette brings from her native standing before she braved the U. Till they began to tire.
Eurtis, has returned to her home
S.
in
1942.
Encouraged
by
such
There will be a meeting of the
At dusk Jack saw some bushes mov<
The Shakespeare Society will Brazil a legend concerning her prominent artists as Artur Rubin And raised Ills gun to fire.
n Alexandria, Va.
Southen P. T. A. Monday night at
name. She's the namesake of Yara, stein, Claudio Arrau and Alexander
8 o'clock at the new South School, meet Monday evening with Mrs.
He saw a patch of brown and whiti
The Woman’s Mission Circle of
enry Marsh will tell of the success Edith Bird, Broadway. Mr.s. Mad Goddess of the Rivers, a beneficent Borovsky to extend her concert And what looked like herns to him
the First Baptist Church met in
of the Community Building Drive lene Jackson will be the leader and divinity, who, according to the scope, she traveled to this country He aimed at the shoulder of lie
he vestry on Wednesday afternoon
deer
Mrs. Mary Rasche and some of Mrs. Gladyse Burns wil present a Indian story, brings good fortune to alone and unheralded.
And killed his comrade Jim.
lor their November program meetTempted for a short while to be
the sixth grade pupils will give a paper on “Roman Methods of Elec- ; anyone fortunate enough to see her.
ng. The gift boxes were opened
, Scheduled to appear here in con- gin a North American career, "the No use to say "I didn't think.'
demonstration on copiier hand tool Oon."
To a mother, lonely and sad.
this meeting. The program on
i cert next Tuesday night Yara Ber Goddess Yara" returned instead to Too late to say, “I'm serry,"
ing. It was decided to invite a few
Mr. and Mr.s. E. Carl Moran at
rica was arranged by the Presibusiness and professional men and tended the Colby-Bates game in nette was born in Sao Paulo, Brazil South America in order to become To a child withoui a Dad.
lent, Mr.s. Caroline Mitchell. Reof parents with a dream. They so the wife of the Brazilian painter Oh .hunter, please be careful
women as guests, those invited are Waterville yesterday.
orts from missionaries told of the
j ardently wanted their daughter to Carlos da Silva Prado. For the Be sure its a deer you see.
Rev. and Mr.s. Charles A. Mon
iuperstitious practices of the heathBlaine Cousens and Joseph Nel- I be musical that, at the age of one next four years she established and And not your best friend’s olc
teith, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt and
;n religions, and the power ot the
brown coat
Mr. and Mr.s. John M. Richardson. sons were Thursday guests of their ! month, Yara was carried to the managed a home which became the And some branches on a tree.
[ospel to transform lives. A story
gathering
place
of
most
of
South
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
'
piano
by
her
father,
who
played
Doris Davis.
vas told by Mrs H. W. Frohock, Refreshments will be served by the
Gath, Alford’s Lake.
for her and eagerly watched her America's musicians, writers, sculp
Union.
ind a flannelgraph story was given sixth grade room mother, Mrs.
I reactions.
tors. painters and architects. Her
Paul Plourde, Mr.s. Mervyn Harri
ly Miss Charlotte Cook.
The la-ague of Women Voters, Dlll.ing hcr earlv thildhood the young sons. Claudio and Sergio, ar
man. Mrs. Teresa Wtihington and
For social items ln The Courier- Mr.s. Fred Snow, assisted by the Will meet Monday with Mrs. F. M. | uttle girl dispiay^ such unusual rived during that period, adding
Faber at 2 p. m. All members are ,nusical tendencies that her uncle the responsibility of motherhood to
Jazette, pbone 1044, City.
59tf sixth grade pupils.
tirged to attend.
Jose Kllass, one of Brazil’s most. a heavy concert schedule
Her return recital at New York's
Two hundred and seventy-eight' not‘‘d teachers- b<*an giving her
of colds. Rub VapoRub a Mjkun
Town Hall in 1946 surpassed in ex
people partook of the delicious!piano inKtruction
on throat...chest. Melt
SERVICES TO CONTINUE
Chicken pie supper Thursday night
l 9ter' in her early teenS’ Yara cellence only her previous on? as some ln mouth, tool YVmoRui
in the Methodist vestry sponsored Bernette started out on an ambi- the critics were roncerned: this
ALL NEXT WEEK AT
by the Woman’s Society of Chris- ,i01*S and ““venturesome project; time North America claimed Yara
SEE OTHER AD
tian Service with Mrs. Virginia ( she and a girl companion, a violin Bernette for its own. She moved
ist,began
a
tour
of
the
small
towns
her
family
to
their
present
West

Chatto as general chairman,
‘n far western Brazil. This prelim- chester. N Y„ home early in 1947
tables were very attractive
■ rockland! W?
' inary experience was invaluable and then proeeedd to increase her
centerpieces of calendulas
j later on when she was becoming fame by a superlative performance
ENDS TODAY
EVERY NIGHT AT 7 O'CLOCK
I marigolds flanked by orange
j the favorite of established South as soloist during the Summer with
Allen “Rocky" Lane
I1
Except Saturday which is reserved
! American audiences.
the New York Philharmonic Sym
was in charge of the dining room.
“SHERIFF OF WICHITA”
for a street meeting at Camden.
As recitalist, as soloist with or phony at Lewisohn Stadium and in
The waitresses were Louise Greg
FREE PHOTOS FOR THE KIDS
chestras under eminent South recital at Carnegie Hall.
EVANGELIST,
ory. Ruth Fogarty, Stella EllingSUNDAY AND MONDAY
wood,
Eva
Rogers.
Peggy
Calder

KATHLEEN BELKNAP
Savage!
Lusty!
wood, Doris Havener, Carol Jillson,
109 ’It
Spectacular!
Thelma Murray Reita Holden, Gilberta Jordan, Inez Ames, Donna
Gardner, Osca Knight, Arlene Ficket, Mildred Achorn Mildred Blood.
275 MAIN STREET
> !•;’ \l), MAINE
Marjorie Trask, Beatrice Chapman.
Bertha Daggett and Virgnia Chat- J
SPECIAL FULL COURSE SUNDAY PINNER
to. Mr.s. Lena Stevens was in I
Choice of
Every Night, 7.30—Except Monday
ann
charge of the kitchen assisted by
Green Turtle Soup with Sherry Wine, Lobster Bisque
MONDAY ONLY
Fruit Cocktail or Juice
Ivy Chatto. Blanch Witham. Thel
”1
On Our Stage
ma Stanley. Margaret Philbrook, j
Grace Church, 14 Crescent St.
VEGETABIES
Marion Fickett, Minerva Small
“
MAGIC
WITH LAFFS”
Squash or Green Peas
REVIVALIST, REV. RUTH POTTER
with
and Mrs. Lizzie Smith of Portland :
Whipped or French Fried Potatoes
Guspel Singer, Instrumentalist
who was formerly very active in !
Mr. Lew Youngs & Co.
Lady Baritone Gospel Singer
MEAT OK FISH
this church. In the serving room ,
New England’s Leading Magician
Roast Long Island Duck, Apple Dressing, Baked Orange $1.50
were Esther Dolliver. Mae Gregory.
In Person
Roast Stuffed Vermont Turkey, Oyster Dressing, Cran
EVERY NIGHT AT 7.30
K<!
berry Sauce ......................................................................... 1.35
Lena deRochmont, Fannie Dow.
Except Monday
MYSTIFYING
Roast Loin of Pork, Apple Sauce ........................................
1.00
Leona Flint and Shirley Rollins.
ENTERTAINING
Broiled Sirloin Steak, Mushroom Sauce .............................. 2.50
HUMOROUS
Broiled Salmon Steak, Lemon Butter ................................. 1.15
Stage Shows at 7.00-9.00
For ; acking shipments of fragile
EVERYBODY WELCOME
Broiled
Swordfish.
Lemon
Butter
...........................
1.25
merchandise, nothing is more prac
Children's Matinee at 4.00
Baked Lobster Thermidor (Half)
*
145
Pastor, Rev. K. II. Curtis
tical than old newspapers Bundles
“STAMPEDE" Shown at all
J n in ho Shrimps Creole, with Rice ......
1.35
10 cents and up at The CourierShows
Fried Oysters, Tartar Sauce ................................................. 1.10
Gazette
62'aw
DESSERT
COMING TUESDAY
ciei<ie<e<et*x<c<e<e<ete«*e's<c’e(<ie<c«t(<e««’c<e’e’<<e!etc«ie<e«eie<e>c<«<e<e<e«’e«<^
Choice of Home Made Pie, Strawberry Shortcake or
:
0R
PURE
SENSATIONALISM, FREAK
Ice Cream Sundae

Sore
Throat

Rockport Full’

%/ICKS

PAR If«

Gospel Church

BAYVIEW HOTEL

REVIVAL MEETINGS, NOV. 12-27

V
$

1

>

fcr

B

/s

I

A

SPECIAL SHORE DINNER, $1.50
Choice of
Lobster Stew, Soup d’jour or Juice
Sweet Mixed Pickles
Hot Boiled Lobster it Ib.) Drawn Butter
French Fried Potatoes
Green Salad, French Dressing
Hut Rolls
Choice of
Home Made Pie
|ee Cream Sundae
Coffee
Tea
Milk
Also a la carte Menus and Sandwiches
Home Cooked Meats, Salads and Pastry
to take out from our Delicatessen
Restaurant Open Sunday 11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Weekdays, 9 a m. to 12 p. m.

TOPS ANY PICTURE YET PRODUCED r
- Louella Parsons

Printed With Your Name.
A Lavish Variety of Styles and Sizes.
Make Your Selection Today!

THE

COURIER-GAZETTE
JOB DEPARTMENT

Direct from MILL To You.
SAVINGS! SAVINGS! SAVINGS!
SWEATERS for all, Hand Knitting Yarns, Rug
Material, Wool Yard Goods, all priced to save you
money.

Friendship, Maine, on Route 220
Opposite Post Office
Open Daily 8 A. M. to 5 P. M., Including Saturdays
70-EOS-tf

STRAMD

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

□□□□□□
CITY THEATRE

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

More .
MOWS*

BELFAST. MAINE

wh««

FRI.-SAT.,
NOV. 18-19
Regular Prices
Mat., 12c-40c; Eve., 25c-50c
EXCLUSIVE FIRST SHOWING
O •! ' )<• New York and Boston
J AkTHlIR RANK prramo
W. SOMERSET MAl'CHAIMT

they

J

,

3

UART6T
A. IAU.I

LION HI*. I.—•

Magnificent Entertainment.
Completely Charming . . .
An All Time Screen Great . . .

Mat., 2 P. M. Eve, 7 and 9 P. M.

UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL presents

CAMDEN THEATRE

LOU

BUD

ABBOTT-COSTtlK)

TODAY ONLY—CASH NIGHT

HOP.ALONG CASSIDY in

“SILENT CONFLICT”

WtTitMtt,
BORIS KARLOFF" j

and

“SECRET OR ST. IVES”
CAPT MARVEL NO. 7

NEWS—SHORTS

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Terry Moore, Ben Johnson
In the Amazing

LAST TIMES TODAY
PAIL DOUGLAS
LINDA DARNELL In

“MIGHTY JOE YOUNG”

“EVERYBODY DOES IT”

f/

.1

MAH OH
WOMAH
>k’l Fh« PRIVATE UF!

and tOVES <4

FREAKS mo SIDE SHOW*

FACTORY SALESROOM

j

SIMONTON CORNER

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith of
Hallowell, called Sunday on Mr. I
and Mr.s. Herbert Alexander.
WILL BE OPEN
Mr. and Mi's. Chesley Cripps and '
SUNDAYS
WEDNESDAYS. FRIDAYS
Mr. and Mr.s. Raymond E. Simon
ton were guests Saturday of Dr. j
ttlicr Days by Reservation Only
md Mrs. K. J. Coffin in Brunswick, j
Mrs. Victor Cole of Avenal, N. J.,
■ pccial Arrangements Available
lor Parties From Four Up.
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs |
Raymond L. Simonton.
SUNDAY, NOV. 13
Hunters who have got door thus j
RINDERBRATEN
far include Harvey Simonton F. 'gar j
109-It.
Simonton and Mrs. Alice Simonton.
Mothers of pupils are taking
turns this week assisting Mrs. Wil
iam Frye with tlie school lunch
program.
TELEPHONE 892

(WHAT STIAMCt LOKi
* COUP » Fail S«0W« WORM
HKFNnBMtfP I

« A

J

SEARSMONT

Engagement

Plus
B. Fuller
"FLAME OF
YOUTH’
W’e Dare You To See It!

OUR ESTABLISHED REPUTATION
Guarantees Your Fur Purchase
To be sure of integrity of quality and thoroughly sound
value, choose your Furs here where our time-tested reputation
is your guarantee of complete satisfaction. You’ll appreciate,
too, the subtle styling and exquisite workmanship which char
acterizes all of our fur coats. Whatever peltry and silhouette
you prefer, it’s sure to be included, at a notable saving, in our
large new collection. As always, our prices represent as choice
values as you can find, no matter where you look.

LUCIEN K. GREEK & SON
FURS AND CLOTH COATS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

16 SCHOOL ST.,

TEL. 541,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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An Unique Catalogue

STEAMBOAT YARNS

Issued By the Massachusetts
House Workshop In
Lincolnville

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson
I

W.T. PERSON
CHAPTER XIX

Then, to make it a complete, ma
neuverable job, Mr. Flipp, using a
drawing knife, turned out a neat
pair of paddles.
Long since, Mr. Eliot had aban
doned the matter. It was too rough
a job for him to be involved in. Mr.
Flipp handled tools with mournful
disdain for accuracy of measure
ment. Mr. Eliot’s comment to Andy,
excusing himself from the labor,
was: "It will float, I'm sure. Effec
tive. but rough—somewhat like sew
ing a burst pumpkin together with
a grapevine!" Therewith he had
gone into the house and discussed
atomic energy with Granny, letting
the slam-bang Flipp methods take
their course.
It was warmer that afternoon, but
still clear. When they had finished
the boat and filled it with water, to
soak and swell the seams tight.
Dave and Mr. Flipp walked to the
bayou bridge that Andy had crossed
on the afternoon during deer season,
and examined the marker that Mr.
Flipp had set up. The bridge wa.,
still above water, but another foot
of rise would send the current rac
ing across it, and would perhai
sweep it away, for it was an old and
rather flimsy affair.
“It riz a foot today,” Mr. Flipp
said, straightening up from his ex
amination of the rough gauge. "Riz
two foot yestiddy in the same length i
of time. That's good.”
“How long will it keep rising?”
Dave asked.
“Mebbe a couple of days but if
it's slowin’ this fast it won't go so i
much higher—less'n we git some
more rain."
“Will it take a big rain to put it
out all over the swamp’"
“Well, B heavy dew won't do it. j
but a rain half as big as the one J
we've just had will be tough on |
ever'thing that can't fly or climb a
tree!"
“What about Deefy?" Dave in
quired. “Where does he go when ,
the water gets up? It must be bad in :
the low swamp where he is.”
■'I've heerd," Mr. Flipp told him, i
"that they's a ol’ Indian mound off
yonder in that swamp, an’ folks
thinks Deefy gits on that durm' high
water.”
"You haven’t been down in there?
You've lived out here all this time
and haven't been down in the
swamp?”
Mr. Flipp gazed sadly upon the
boy “I never lost a thing in that
swamp, an’ they ain't anything
down there I'd expec' to find?”
“You're not afraid of Deefy, are
you?"
“Well, I ain’t afeerd ot him. If he
put at me, I could stop him right '
quick with my rifle, but they ’
wouldn't be no use in hurtin' the
pore critter. Anyway, that's his '
woods down there."
Andy was happy over the news |
that the bayou’s rate of rise was j
dropping off. It should be on a
“stand” in a few days. Then it i
would start falling, and he and Dave i
could pitch into the work awaiting
them. He went to bed that night I
early, for in the morning he and
Dave would return to their clearing.
It was so warm that he was com
fortable with no more cover than
just the sheet. The grating sym
phony of a million tiny frogs rose :
and fell. A mosquito whined petu- i
lantlv near Andy's nose.
He was awakened by the rolling I
of thunder. He sat up in bed and
looked out of the window. The air i
was still and heavy, and beyond the
racous frogs he could hear the dull
roar of a storm. Bright lightning ,
illumined the woods and the sky.
and he saw the blue-black expanse- :
of cloud in south and southwest. He
groaned and shut the window, lay
down again.
“Sounds like rain coming," Kate
said
“May have a shower,” Andy told
her. “Go on back to sleep." And he
pulled the shade down to soften the
lightning's glare.

Speculation on
Escaping the Flood
The storm struck with a rush of
wind that shook the house. Huge
drops, racing vanguard of the down
pour. played a swift rataplan on the
south wall and on that side of the
roof Then came the dull roar of the
rain sweeping up the woods. The
frogs were quiet, and there was no
sound left except that of the storm.
The rain struck the house with batitering force.
i Andy and Kate lay in the bed and
thought their own thoughts. Andy
«ot up after a time and placed ves- I
tels under the leaks, then came j
back to bed. By now. the wind had |
passed on, and there was little light
ning. but the rain continued in a
steady downpour that would have
been soothing in Harbisonville. But
there was no peace here! This was
the rest of the overflow that he had
dreaded! This was the end of sus-

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS

pense.
“We won't go lo the Hallecks ”
Kale said abruptly “It'll be better
to take our chances in the refugee
camp."
Andy swallowed hard He hated
the thought of his womenfolk in a
refugee camp, mingling with all
sorts ol people, living under rules
imposed by law enforcement author
ities and health officers There was
an element of public relief in it. too:
not many people who could pay
their way elsewhere went to a refu
gee camp "Why not go to the Hal
lecks " he asked “We can pay
th--- for their trouble and—"
No. it wouldn't do." Kate broke
in There might be talk. It's best
to go to the camp. '
11 dawn Ihe rain had slackened a
hull. but not enough to offer any
hape b dreadful lot of water had
already fallen, and if the clouds
broke now things would be bao
eia-ugh. But Ihe clouds gave no
promise of breaking. The rain held
on int' the morning.
Dave struck out through the
wood: to see Mr. Flipp and ask ad
vice, but he met the lean woodsman
before he had gone halfway.
“I'm on my way to yore house
now." Mr Flipp told him. “Looks
l'ki- vou all better git the mules an'
the cow out of here. May have some
water."
“How fast is the bayou rising?”
Dave inquired. “Have you looked at
your marker this morning?”
“I don't need to. Lookin' at my
gouge :u>w is 'bout like watchin' a
blaze to see if the fire’s burnin’."
“What ate you and Mr. Eliot
going to do?”
"Well, we got our little plunder
packed up. an' our skiff's ready
whenever we need it. We'll stick
antin' till the whole swamp's under,
an' th i row out to the highway."
There goes a deer!" Dave cried,
pointing to the south. “It's heading
for Deefy s part of the swamp."
Mr. Flipp nodded. “The wild
things know where high ground is.
If they’s a Indian mound in the low

“What about the piano?” Hope
asked. “Will we bave to leave it
fcoee to get ruined?”
swamp, it'll be as thick with runnin’, crawlin' things as Mount Arreroot was when ol' Noah landed!”
“You mean Mount Ararat, don’t
you?”
“That's exactly whut I called it,”
Mr. Flipp said gently.
In their short walk to the house
they saw rabbits and possums, two
more deer, wood rats, fox squirrels,
and three coons racking along. All
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HERE’S THE FAVORITE

Bath passed the week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Standish.
Mrs. Willard Fowler visited the
pastweek with relatives in Bangor.
Byron Nash ot Friendship was
guest Sunday of his brother,
Aaron Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames of
Rocland called Saturday at the
home of Dewey Winchenbach.
Mrs. Byron Mills visited the past
week with relatives in Rockland,
South Thomaston and St. George.
Mrs. Sherman Smith and infant
son of Augusta are passing two
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach.
Mr and Mrs Carl H. Fullgrabe
of Jersey City. N. J., were guests
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Booth.

Women Pack Up
And Leave Home

"I understand that.” TTiere was
an edge to her voice. She looked at
Kate. "You decide it," she sug
Huge lake steamer Favorite shown on mercy errand to Vinalhaven.
gested.
Last week's mystery steamer was 1918. Huge quantities of grain and
“I think Mr. Flipp is right," Andy
put in. "When Dave and I get every the huge Great Lake's carrier Fa foodstuffs is shown on her forward
thing straight, we’ll join you. Pack vorite, pressed into government ser deck in the picture above, donated
up, Kate, and let’s get started.”
vice to relieve food and supplies by C. L. Low, one of the Strand
"What about the piano?" Hope
shortage
to the Penobscot Bay ticket winners along with Capt.
asked “WiU we have to leave 11
islands during the ice embargo of Arthur Hall of Thomaston.
here to get ruined?”
The Favorite was deeply loaded
"The water won’t git up in the
house,” Mr. FUpp said. "If it even
with grain drawing better than 2P
shoulders.
And
in
places
they
were
gits up under the house, it’ll be
feet, and struck lightly but with
awful high. But we’ll set the pianner traveling along a streak of yellowout
damage in navigating the
red
gravel
running
between
two
on blocks, just to make sure. You
treacherous channels into Carver’s
see. when the bayou goes out of its broad expanses of water.
They ferried the bayou on a barge Harbor. She was in charge of the
banks, it rises a heap slower, for
there's so much flat land to be cov held by a heavy wire cable for the late Capt. Wm. Lakeman. The
bridge had been swept away early
ered It spreads out."
picture was taken Feb. 10, 1918.
“This may be a lot of trouble for that morning. Dave and Andy tried
nothing." Granny said. “If the to be casual about it, but they had
SOUTH WARREN
water won’t get into the house, then little luck in deceiving the fright
ened women.
porYclyde
we surely won’t drowm.”
Irving
Bucklin of Damariscotta
In midstream, where the current
What if vou needed ■ doctor'
Capt.
and
Mrs. Earl Field of
was worst, they could feel it fighting was recent guest at Mrs. L. R.
Mr. Flipp asked. "You couldn't gi to tear the slow barge loose from
Monhegan have taken apartments
Bucklin's.
one out here!"
for the Winter at the Forrest Davis
the rings that held it to the sagging
Mrs. Marion Wood of Farming“I haven’t had a doctor In forty cable. The men who were working
house.
years!”
the barge had to heave and strain ton is spending a few days with
Mr. -and Mrs. L. H. Knowlton of
“An' it’ll be nasty with water all to make progress.
her mother, Mrs. O. A. Copeland.
Pertland
are visiting the latter’s
over ever’thing, an’ ever’body
It was a wonderful thing to be on
Good Will Grange Sewing Circle
packed up in the house day after land again!
sister, Mrs. Alvah Thompson.
met Wednesday at the Copelandday. It’s easy to ketch cold. The
Earl Field, Jr., and family of
At the concrete highway, Andy
drinkin’ water might git infested—’’ staked out the Jersey. He would Maxey home. The next meeting
Monhegan have moved to their
“Infected?” Granny asked.
will
be
Nov.
22
with
Mrs.
Dora
pick her up again on his way back,
“Yes, ma’am. I said that. 'Scuse and leave her with the mules at the Maxey at the home of her daugh home on the Marshall Point road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sorenson of
me,” he said sarcastically, "if I use Halleck place. He was set against
ter, Mrs. Alice Glidden in Thom
too many big words.”
Stoneham, Mass., are spending the
risking Sig Flanagan's care.
aston.
"You don’t,” Granny told him.
weekend at their home here.
"Now, see here, Mr. Flipp, we ap Getting Located
The Baptist Sewing Circle was
The permanent Secretariat, buildpreciate your help and interest, but
ing of the United Nations, nor be entertained recently by Mrs. Harry
we’re women who like to stick by Proves a Problem
Hall. Refreshments were served.
our men. I told Kate to decide it,
Kate wondered if Big would want ing erected on New York's East Side,
A lively chimney fire at the
but I’m afraid you’re going to out to keep the mules. “Maybe ne has will bc39 stories high.
talk her, so I—”
enough of his own things to see
"This is somethin’ fer menfolks to after,” she offered.
decide,"
Absalom Flipp inter
“If he wanted to keep three wom
rupted. "I don’t like to speak sharp en,” Andy said dryly, “in the house
(Answer next time)
to a lady, ma’am, but in the Bible it and underfoot, surely he won't mind
says that a man don’t have to put letting two extra mules stay in his
6
i 5 4
l
1b 7
IO
H
9
1
5
up with a froward woman, an’—”
barn lot!”
"Where does the Bible say such a
They drove on to town, and to the |
w
i 12
13
o
thing?”
refugee camp, where tents were ,
"Look It up,” Mr. Flipp sug being set up. It was a busy place. j
1
7
19
Ib
,8
14 15
gested. “It means a woman that Groups of people stood about in the !
talks back to a man. Besides yore rain, disconsolate, with their assort
b
24
20
21 W 22
boat won’t carry all flve of you.”
ed possessions piled about them.
W
it
"Let's not argue,” Kate broke in. They were weary, wet. the men
27
25
"Let’s pack our suitcases and go." muddy and unshaven, a shabby
She turned to Andy. “You and Dave cross section of the swamp-angel
1 32
30
31
29
will come as soon as you have population.
“There's the sheriff,” Andy said.
everything safely scaffolded end
ib
1
1
34
33
"Maybe he’ll tell us how to get lo
hung up, won’t you?”
cated.
”
And
he
struck
out
for
the
He nodded. "I promise you that.”
37
38
tall officer whom he had last seen
It was a thing to go at quickly, on the day of his sharp words with
1
with little talk. Kate felt that she Sig Flanagan.
42
43
44
40
was retreating, but in the face of a
“Hey, Mr. Martin," he called.
vastly superior enemy; and it was a "Where do we go—?"
50
47 48
49
45 4b
case of "running away, to return
The sheriff waved. “Busy now
and fight another day.”
53 w 54
52
51
We're getting things set up as fast
It was still raining when they as possible. You'll have to wait a
W
NW
drove away, the three women well
5b
55
57 i 58
wrapped and huddled under an um while.” And he went on, walking
w
brella, Andy and Dave in slickers fast. There was no sign that he had
(A
bl
bO
bl
Andy.
59
1
and boots. The Jersey was tied be recognized
ass
Andy turned to rejoin Dave and
hind the wagon, her rope securely
bo
b4
the women.
b5
knotted on the endgate rod.
"We'U find out where to go," Kate
Kate looked back at the little i said. "You and Dave get started
|bft
b7
house that had come to be home. It [ back."
was hardly more than a shack, but
“Lord, I hate to leave you all
the world revolved about It now. A standing here in the rain like this!”
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
tight, warm lump crowded her Andy said miserably. “But if Dave
19-Press
54- Valley
1-To fit for a
throat, but she refused to ery. and I are going by Hallecks' and
55- 0Id length measure 21-Seed covering (pi.)
particular place
Granny wrould scold her.
23- 1 n a greater degree
56- Circulating freely
6-Perfume
then home, we ought to get
58- Breach
24- Bard
Then she heard a light sniffling started.”
12- Constructed
26-Tormentora
59- Musical note
13- A valorous man
and saw that her mother was cry
"Hi, ever’body," a voice said b'
28-Dispersed in fine
50-Kind of wine
14- Because
ing softly.
hind them. "Looks like quite
particles
16-A toy
61-Armed conflicts
"Now, Grannyl” Hope teased. gvetherin’ here, don’t it’"
30-To mature
63- Myself
18- Price
“Aren’t you ashamed?”
(To be continued')
32-Dish
of greens
64- Military assistant
19- Pronoun
"Of what?” the old woman asked
34—Etruscan god
65- Mature
20Knock
in a tremulous voice. “For good
36-Make lace
67-Kind of dog (pi.)
22-Lingers
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ness’ sake, of what?”
39- Avera
S8-Leaves
24- Prefix. Before
In the low stretch, the water was
40- Blind the eyes
25- Uproar
almost belly-deep to the mules, and
41- Brief
27- Slip knot
VERTICAL
42- To scatter
it threatened to come up through
28- Shortly
43- A jagged knot
29- Senior
the wagon bed in one deep, soft
44- Extendi further
1- Angry dispute
31- Used in negation
place. The Jersey held back, bel
down
2- Part of verb "T
32- Waste
lowed a choking blast that caused
46-Combining form. Far
3- Boy
33- Navigates
the riders to wheel as one, but when
48-Propeller
35-Begin
4- lmage
she felt herself being dragged and
50-Shut with a bang
5-Criminal
37-Mineral spring
her breath cut off by the tight rope,
52- More certain
7- Portion
S8-The armpit
she came on docilely enough.
53-T rap
8-Adjusts
40-Prophets
They reached the gravel. After a
56- System of signals
9Before
42-Remains
half mile of this, they began cross
57- Journey
10- Negative
45-Part of a ship
60-Deep hole
ing shallow currents of muddy
11- Prolongs
47-Very warm
62-Mineral spring
15-Navigate
water that had eased into the road
49-Compact
17-A wild animal (pi.) 64-Preposltlon
51-Looks
from the drainage ditches along the
fi6-Comparative suffin
82-Ftoats in air
18-Reciiaes
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were headed southward. Instinct
was driving them toward a point of
safety.
“It's like this all through the
woods," Dave marveled. “They
know there’s going to be a floed.
They’re so'bothered by it that they
aren’t very scared of us,”
"You watch the wild things," Mr.
Flipp advised. "At flrst you’re sorry
fer 'em; then, the more you see how
they take care of theyselfs an' how
smart they are, the more you won
der if they ain’t feelin’ sorry fer
us!”
“What about the hogs that range
these woods?" Dave asked. “Will
they get out of the way of the
water?”
“Sure, they’ve took off already 1
Above appears the mighty midget, steamer Giv. Itodweil, as she appeared off Stonington, close to
heerd 'em one night not long ago, the huge Favorite, depicted below and shown as last Saturday’s mystery steamboat. The Bodwell was very
makin’ their way across the bayou. effective in heavy ice.
They’ve foun' high groun’ long ’fore
now. Hawgs is sharp peckerwoods!”
WEST WALDOBORO
It was Mr. Flipp’s firm opinion
Mrs Leonard Bidwell attended
that the womenfolk should leave at
Thursday the Arts and Crafts De
once. Andy and Dave could follow.
partment of the Waterville Women’s
"This is the fu'thest back house in
the swamp with women livin' in it,"
Club.
he said. “AU the rest of ’em are
Sgt. Donald Waltz of Portland
nearer the hignway. an’ some of the
has been spending several days with
homesteaders live on the other side
liis parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
of the bayou, an’ they can git out
easy.”
Waltz.
"You'd advise us to run off and
Miss Ruth Waltz has enlisted in
‘.save Andy and Dave?” Granny
the
Women s Air Force and went
asked before Kate could put the
Wednesday to Lackland Airbase,
same question.
San Antonio, Texas, for her basic
'That’s whut I had in mind,
ma'am. You kin do as you please,
training.
course."
Mr and Mrs. Fred Merchant of

393 MAIN ST,
TEL. 1450
ROCKLAND, ME.
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The Christmas Gift Catalogue
just published by the Massachusetts
House Workshop of Lincolnville will
carry photographs and descriptions
of gifts handmade by Maine artists
and craftsmen to all parts of the
country.
Tourists from almost
every State, who stopped at the
new shop that opened last June,
will recognize the cover drawing of
the gray-shingled building over
looking West Penobszot Bay. The
decorative map of this region on
the back cover shows the location
midway between Camden and Bel
fast on U. S. Highway Route 1.
The introductory note, with a
pen-and-ink sketch of the old tworoom house still standing a little
further up the road, explains the
origin of the Massachusetts House
Name. The restored dwelling was
built about 1718 and has long been
an historic landmark. Its beams
were hewn and its two fireplaces
built when the “Province of Maine”
was still a part of Massachusetts.
It has stood in its same field too
during the changes of county
names from Lincoln, to Hancock, to
Waldo.
The wooden articles made by the
Massachusetts
House Workshop
group are a feature of the cata
logue. The current issue of ' Bet
ter Homes and Gardens" gives edi
torial mention to the two wooden
plaques—one decorated with a
deep-sea fish both designed by a
Maine artist. The Lighthouse Bird
Feeder, the Love Nest Bird House,
the Yankee Bag Holder, the Light
house Keeper and the Wheela-Toy
Chest for children have been fea
tured editorially in "House Beau
tiful,” ‘‘Vogue’ and “House and
Garden." Ernest Marshall, Harold
Briggs, and Herman Hoffman of
Camden are associated in this
business.
The New England Artist Christ
mas cards originated by the Work
shop carry the true Maine flavor
of red barns, boats and balsams.
The Lincolnville jeep delivering the
Christmas mail will be recognized
by many. These were printed in
color from the linoleum blocks of
a Belmont artist.
The early New England tradition
of utility and simplicity of design
in the use of native materials is
evident in many of the gifts which
have been chosen. They are now
being shown in the exhibit room
which is open every day except
Sunday from nine to five.

home of Ulysses Davis recently,
was extingished by Fire Warden
Allison Wilson.
Mrs. Maud Anthony of Camden
spent the week-end with Rose At
kins.

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler’s Cor
ner visited Sunday with her sister,
Mrs. Ida Waltz
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish or
West Waldoboro were recent callers
at Ernest Eugley’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
daughter Carol and Mrs. Matildj^
Eugley were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold McFarland in New
Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
two sons and Mrs. Matilda Eug
ley were dinner guests Wednesday
of Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Genthner
in West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad
Cove called recently on her brother,
Frank Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Win^*
chenbach of Dutch Neck and Mrs.
Eldora Gross passed an evening re.
cently with Mr. and Mrs. Linwood
Castner in Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Yeaton
and daughter of Waldoboro and Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Gross of Dutch
Neck were recent visitors at Melvin
Genthner's,
Recent callers at Matilda Eugley's were Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Knight and family of Kennebunk^
port, Mrs. Villa Morse, Mrs. MaA
Turner and two children and Miss
Una Morse of the village.

DUTCH NECK
St. Paul's Chapel Society met
Wednesday and elected as officers:
President; Mrs. Forrest Kennedy;
vice president, Mrs. Arthur Chute;
secretary, Mrs. Herbert Stahl; trea
surer. Mrs. Merton Benner.
A group from here were guest,'
Thursday of Community Club in
West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Davis and
daughters Carmen and Elizabeth
have returned home after spending
a week's vacation In Sherbrooke
and Stanstead, Quebec.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh and Mrs.
Merton Benner were visitors Wed
nesday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Silloway of
Methuen, Mass., are guests of Mr^'
and Mrs. Arthur Chute.
Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool and Mrs.
Herbert Stahl spent the week-end in
Dedham and Arlington, Mass..
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These Motors With New Car Guarantee
6 CYL. OLDSMOBILE AND PONTIAC, $195.00
8 CYLINDER OLDS—PONTIAC, $235.00
CHEVROLET CARS AND TRUCKS, $169.00
PLYMOUTH, DODGE, CARS AND TRUCKS,
DESOTO AND CHRYSLER, $195.00
BUICKS, $235.00
.
FORD V-8 CARS AND TRUCKS. $149.00
All above motors are exchanged and your motor must be
rehuildable. All abovr motors and prices are Installed in yonr
car or truck. Include Wolfshead Oil, a set of spark pings,
ready to drive away. Above models are built In our own shops.
We use only genuine parts such as Toledo-Moog and Romeo
rings on all jobs.
i
Attention garages! All motors supplied at wholesale prices.
586 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 24
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There's a story behind the label on prescribed medicine. A
story that tells of the many years of training and experience
that were required to develop the pharmacist's skiU and knowl
edge. ..It’s a story of professional integrity that will permit
nothing but the purest ingredients to be used. It's a story of
paintstaking care and stkill in weighting, measuring and mixing
the prescribed igredients. Vou won’t see this story on onr
label. You won't see it in the medicine. And, yet, each chapter
is a vitally active ingredient in the medicine.

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
FRED L. GOODNOW, Prop.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

MAIN AT PARK STS., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL 446

